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ABSTRACT 

Ultrafast laser-based diagnostic techniques are powerful tools for the detailed understanding of 

highly dynamic combustion chemistry and physics. The ultrashort pulses provide unprecedented 

temporal resolution along with high peak power for broad spectral range−ideal for nonlinear signal 

generation at high repetition rate−with applications including next-generation combustors for gas 

turbines, plasma-assisted combustion, hypersonic flows and rotating detonation engines. The 

current work focuses on advancing (i) femtosecond (fs) two-photon laser-induced fluorescence, 

and (ii) hybrid femtosecond/picosecond vibrational and rotational coherent anti-Stokes Raman 

scattering (fs/ps RCARS and VCARS) to higher pressures for the first time.  

Quantitative single-laser-shot kHz-rate concentration measurements of key atomic (O-atom) 

and molecular (CO) species is presented using femtosecond two-photon laser-induced 

fluorescence (TP-LIF) for a range of equivalence ratios and pressures in diffusion flames. A 

multitude of signal-interfering sources and loss mechanisms−relevant to high-pressure fs TP-LIF 

applications−are also quantified up to 20 atm to ensure high accuracy. The pressure scaling of 

interferences take into account degradation, attenuation and wave-front distortion of the excitation 

laser pulse; collisional quenching and pressure dependent transition line-broadening and shifting; 

photolytic interferences; multi-photon ionization; stimulated emission; and radiation trapping.  

Hybrid fs/ps VCARS of N2 is reported for interference-free temperature measurement at 1300-

2300 K in high-pressure, laminar diffusion flames up to 10 atm. A time asymmetric probe pulse 

allowed for detection of spectrally resolved CARS signals at probe delays as early as ~200-300 fs 

while being independent of collisions for the full range of pressures and temperatures. Limits of 

collisional independence, accuracy and precision of the measurement is explored at various probe-

pulse delays, pressures and temperatures.  

Additionally, a novel all diode-pumped Nd:YAG amplifier design is presented for generation 

of time-synchronized ps-probe pulses for hybrid fs/ps RCARS of N2. High-energy, nearly 

transform-limited, single-mode, chirp-free ps probe-pulses are generated at variable pulsewidths. 

The detailed architecture and characterization of the laser is presented. kHz-rate RCARS 

thermometry is presented up to 2400 K. Excellent spatial, spectral, and temporal beam quality 

allowed for fitting the theoretical spectra with a simple Gaussian model for the probe pulse with 

temperature accuracies of 1-2%.  
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 INTRODUCTION 

Design of propulsion-systems with improved performance while simultaneously reducing 

pollutant emission requires complete understanding of fundamental fuel combustion that proceeds 

through multi-scale kinetic reactions and complex flows at elevated pressures. Combustion 

involves multitude of elementary reaction steps with varying time and length scales ranging from 

atomic excitation to turbulent transport [1]. Since most technologies of interest to actual propulsion 

applications operate at Reynolds numbers that are inaccessible to direct numerical simulation 

(DNS) [2], even with petascale computational power, the kinetic and transport models of 

combustion remain critical. However, many models are not well validated and have large 

discrepancies due to incomplete and inaccurate reaction mechanisms. Many reaction rates are 

estimated using scaling laws that are not experimentally validated under realistic turbulence and 

high-pressure conditions. 

Elementary reactions, H+O2→OH+O, H+O2+M→HO2+M, and CO+OH→CO2+H, for 

example, play dominant roles in chemical kinetics of hydrocarbon or hydrogen combustion [3, 4]. 

CO+OH→CO2+H is the dominant pathway for CO oxidation, while the extended Zeldovich 

mechanism of NO formation consists of chain reactions, O+N2→NO+N and O2+N→NO+O [5, 6]. 

Key chain carriers in fuel oxidation such as H, O and OH play critical roles in turbulence/chemical 

interactions. From an experimental point of view, most atomic, molecular and radical intermediate 

species (e.g., O, H, CO, OH, N, CH) are transient, highly temperature dependent, and persist at 

low concentrations in the flame. These conditions pose significant challenges for quantitative 

optical measurement techniques. Although there has been significant progress in the development 

of kinetic and transport models, experimental data on local temperatures and key rate-controlling 

(atomic, radical, and intermediate) species measured in laminar and turbulent flames at pressures 

relevant to practical applications are rare and qualitative, leading to large uncertainties in the 

models. Measurements that may be quantitative at atmospheric pressures may fail to provide 

quantitative data at elevated pressures because of interferences from a range of incoherent and 

laser-dependent processes.  

Many advanced laser-diagnostics techniques have been explored for the past few decades and 

successfully applied for characterization of combusting flows employing Q-switched Nd:YAG 

lasers, excimer lasers, and associated dye lasers [7]. These nanosecond (ns-) lasers offer high pulse 
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energies for applications in planar linear and nonlinear techniques, and narrow spectral bandwidths 

for spectroscopic studies of gas-phase combustion species. However, revolutionary advances in 

the field of ultrafast lasers over the last three decades have opened the door for new measurement 

technologies, especially in the field of nonlinear spectroscopy [8, 9]. Myriad advantages of 

ultrafast lasers are realized in terms of high peak irradiance while maintain low average energies, 

which is required for many interference-free nonlinear diagnostics techniques; unprecedented 

temporal resolution, which has been exploited to study chemical kinetics and energy-transfer 

processes; high repetition rates, which has facilitated capturing dynamic phenomena; and broad 

spectral bandwidths, which is required for efficient nonlinear excitation.  

This dissertation aims at extending two nonlinear ultrafast laser-diagnostics techniques−fs TP-

LIF and hybrid fs/ps CARS−to high-pressure reacting flows for spatio-temporally resolved species 

and temperature measurements, respectively. The following sections present a brief overview of 

the characteristics of ultrashort pulses and a general literature review on TP-LIF and CARS 

specifically aimed at gas-phase applications. The chapter ends with a phenomenological model to 

be used for hybrid fs/ps CARS thermometry. Additional literature reviews related to the context 

of different measurements and applications will be presented in the respective chapters. 

1.1 Ultrafast Laser Characteristics 

The term “ultrafast” quite simply refers to lasers with a very short burst of electro-magnetic energy 

with temporal bandwidth on the order of a few picoseconds to a few femtoseconds. These short 

duration pulses provide high peak powers, broad spectral bandwidth within a single pulse, and 

high temporal resolution. Thus, these lasers are ideal candidates for nonlinear spectroscopic 

techniques [10]. Overviews of mode-locked oscillators for generation of ultrafast pulses and their 

regenerative amplification process can be found in literature [11-15] and will not be discussed here. 

Rather a brief characterization of such pulses relevant to nonlinear spectroscopy is presented in 

the following discussion. 

1.1.1 Intensity and phase in time- and frequency-domain 

Treating the electric field of the pulse as linearly polarized and ignoring the spatial portion of the 

field, the temporal dependence of the pulse electric field can be written as 
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 0

1
( ) ( ) exp{ [ ( )]} . .

2
t I t i t t c c       1.1

where t is the time in the reference frame of pulse, 0 is the angular frequency of the carrier wave, 

the time-dependent intensity and phase of the pulse are I(t) and (t), respectively, and both vary 

slowly with respect to the carrier wave. This assumption is true when the pulses are a few cycles 

long within the envelope, as is the case for ultrashort pulses used in this dissertation (~100 fs).  c.c. 

is the complex conjugate required to make the pulse field real.   

The complex amplitude of this wave can be written as 

 ( ) ( ) exp[ ( )]E t I t i t    1.2 

Given the field, solving for intensity   

 
2

( ) ( )I t E t   1.3 

The pulse electric field in the frequency domain is the Fourier transform of Eq. 1.1 

 ( ) ( ) exp[ ( )]S i     


  1.4 

where S(ω) and φ(ω) are the spectrum and spectral phase and are analogous to their time-domain 

counterparts (e.g., intensity and temporal phase, respectively).  

The temporal phase, (t), holds the frequency vs. time information, and the instantaneous 

frequency of the pulse can be expressed as     

 0
1( ) [ ]2ins

dt dt
      1.5 

Different orders of temporal phase, (t), can be expressed by Taylor series expansion about t = 0   

 22
0 1( ) ...

2
t t t

        1.6 

where 0, 1 and 2 are the zeroth-, first- and second-order temporal phase respectively. A similar 

expression can be derived for spectral phase, φ(ω), which contains the time vs. frequency 

information    

 22
0 1 0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ...

2

               1.7 
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where φ0, φ1 and φ2 are zeroth-, first- and second-order spectral phases respectively. 

Several important implications of both temporal and spectral phase are summarized below [10, 

16, 17]: 

1. The zeroth-order phase is identical in both the time and frequency domain, and merely the 

relative phase of the carrier wave with respect to the envelope. For pulses that are many 

carrier-wave cycles long, the zeroth-order phase can be viewed as a slight shift of carrier-

wave from the peak of the envelope, which has no significant effect on the pulse field.  

2. The first-order phase is the linear term in (t) or φ(ω) (Eqs. 1.6 and 1.7 respectively). From 

the Fourier shift theorem, it can be inferred  that a linear phase in time simply corresponds 

to shift in center frequency, whereas a linear term in the spectral phase corresponds to a 

shift in time.  

3. A pulse is called linearly chirped if it has a nonzero value for second-order phase. A 

quadratic term in (t) corresponds to a quadratic variation in φ(ω), and vice versa. In the 

time domain, second-order phase represents linear variation in the instantaneous frequency 

(see Figure 1.1), whereas, in the frequency domain it corresponds to linear variation in 

( )groupt d d   . The presence of linear chirp within an optical pulse can significantly 

decrease the excitation efficiency in a nonlinear spectroscopic technique and should be 

carefully incorporated in any spectroscopic model using ultrafast lasers.  

4. Third or higher-order phases can introduce even more phase distortions in materials having 

higher-order dispersion, but it is safe to ignore their contribution for experimental situations 

described in this dissertation. Also, in Eq. 1.1 we ignored the spatial extent of the electric 

field, which is actually a function of space and time. Situations e.g. pulse shaper or 

compressors can introduce angular dispersions into the pulse, which would result in spatial 

chirp [18].  

1.1.2 Time-Bandwidth Product (TBP) 

A good measure of the degree of chirp in a pulse is the TBP = FWHM FWHM   , where FWHM  

and  FWHM  are the FWHM duration and bandwidth of intensity, I(t) and spectrum, S(ω), 

respectively. The ability of an ultrafast laser pulse to probe molecules on a short-time scale is  
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Figure 1.1 Qualitative representation of time-domain characteristics of a 30-fs Gaussian pulse 
with (a) (t) = 0. (b) Second-order phase, 2= -0.092 rad fs2.  

 

linked fundamentally through the Heisenberg uncertainty principle to its inherent broadband 

nature, facilitating simultaneous excitation of molecular transitions. Again, using Eq. 1.1 for a 

pulse with a Gaussian envelope function, the time-domain electric field can be expressed as  

 2
0( ) exp{ 4ln 2( ) } exp{ [ ( )]}

FWHM

tt i t tt        1.8 

where FWHMt  is the temporal bandwidth of the envelop wave. For a flat temporal phase, (t) = 

const., and the Fourier transform of Eq. 1.8 gives the electric field in the frequency domain 

 20
0 .

0
( ) exp( )exp{ [ ] }constA i     

   


  1.9  

where A0 is a constant and 0
4 ln 2

FWHMt  . Therefore, the TBP for a Gaussian pulse   

 0 4 ln 2
2ln 2 0.441

2 22
FWHM

FWHM FWHM

t  
 


       1.10  

This is the smallest TBP that can be attained for a Gaussian pulse. A Gaussian pulse having a TBP 

of 0.441 is called transform-limited (TL) pulse, and photon pairs within this optical pulse are said 

to be “in-phase”. Similar analyses can be carried out for different pulse shapes and their 

corresponding TBPs are summarized in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 Time-Bandwidth Products for TL pulse shapes. 

Pulse shape TBP 

Gaussian 0.441 

Sech2 0.315 

Lorentzian 0.142 

1.2 Two-Photon Laser Induced Fluorescence (TP-LIF) 

Laser-Induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy enables in-situ detection of flame radicals and 

pollutant species and has, therefore, been used for species-selective measurements in reacting 

flows for several decades and been extended to two-dimensional (2D) imaging via planar LIF in 

many situations [19-23]. Excellent spatial resolution, species-selective excitation and emission, 

and high sensitivity of LIF makes this technique a suitable candidate for detection of flame radicals 

and intermediate species.  However, for many of the species of interest, in practical reacting flows, 

the electronic transitions lie in the vacuum ultraviolet wavelength (VUV) range, where most 

combustion systems are optically opaque and not accessible via single-photon excitation. 

Alternatively, two-photon (TP) excitation schemes have been suggested and successfully applied 

for excitation in the ultraviolet range and detection of flame species at red-shifted wavelengths. 

Hence, TP-LIF enables access to a variety of atomic and molecular species that are critical for 

understanding chemical kinetics in reacting systems.  

Traditionally, ns-duration lasers were used for TP-LIF measurements of atomic and 

molecular species of interest. Challenges associated with ns-duration lasers, however, include 

perturbation of flame chemistry by the relatively high fluence of ns-pulses required to overcome 

the relatively small two-photon absorption cross section, and estimation of temperature- and 

pressure- dependent quenching rates. Moreover, complex spectral overlap corrections would be 

required for ns-TP-LIF measurement at high-pressure due to pressure-dependent atomic and 

molecular line broadening and shifting [24-29]. Alternatively, since the TP-LIF signal depends 

strongly on the laser irradiance (quadratically), ultrashort picosecond (ps) and femtosecond (fs) 

pulses can be used to provide higher laser irradiance with relatively modest laser energies for 

stronger TP-LIF signals with reduced or eliminated photolytic perturbation. Femtosecond TP-LIF 
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has been demonstrated for atmospheric pressure flames, plasmas, or gas mixture for the detection 

of  H [30], O [31, 32], CO [33], N [34], OH [35], NH3 [36], etc.  

The major advantages of fs TP-LIF for measurement of flame species are: (i) higher 

fluorescence signal yield by virtue of high peak irradiance, (ii) minimal or no effect from photolytic 

interferences because of the low average energies are required, (iii) the broadband TL fs-pulses 

provide a multiplexed source of two-photon excitation since all frequencies within the TL-optical 

pulse contribute simultaneously to the excitation transition, (iv) the broadband nature of the fs 

pulses has the potential to alleviate the effects of pressure dependent line-broadening and line-

shifting an important feature to be considered for application at elevated pressures, (v) the ability 

to measure excited-state quenching rate directly which are detector-bandwidth limited rather than 

the laser-pulse-width limited. However, the high irradiance fs-pulses can obfuscate the TP-LIF 

measurement, especially at elevated pressure,  by introducing unwanted nonlinear effects into the 

measurements: (i) 2+1 photoionization of the excited states can lead to loss of TP-LIF signal, (ii) 

multiphoton absorption and degradation of the UV radiation at the optical windows, (iii) 

attenuation of the excitation laser beam with pressure, (iv) trapping of fluorescence signals, etc. 

This dissertation reports on a thorough evaluation of the excitation and detection conditions needed 

to avoid/assess these perturbing effects and achieve quantitative two-photon laser-induced 

fluorescence measurements of CO and O-atom in high-pressure flames. Different schemes for fs 

TP-LIF for several important species in combustion applications are listed in Table 1.2. 

1.3 Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering 

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) is a nonlinear four-wave-mixing technique that 

targets molecular transitions between either vibrational or rotational energy states of a polarizable 

medium using the frequency difference between two electric fields (pump; ωp and Stokes; ωs), and 

subsequent probing of the Raman resonance that exists near the pump/Stokes difference 

frequencies by a third electric field (probe; ωpr) resulting in a laser-like signal (CARS; ωCARS) 

with information about the thermodynamic state of the species being probed. CARS has been a 

powerful measurement technique for gas-phase species and temperature due to its high spatio-

temporal resolution and ability to probe harsh reacting environments [37, 38]. Traditionally, CARS 

measurement was performed with few-Hz nanosecond (ns-) lasers for both thermometry 
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Table 1.2 Excitation and detection wavelengths for two-photon transitions of different species. 

Species 
Excitation Detection 

Ref. Wavelength 
(nm) 

Transition Wavelength
(nm) 

Transition 

CO 230.1 B1Σ+←←X1Σ+ 400-700 B1Σ+→→ A1Π [29, 39] 

217.5 C1Σ+←←X1Σ+ 360-600 C1Σ+→→A1Π [39] 

230.1 B1Σ+←←X 1Σ+ 280-380 b3Σ+→→a3Π [40] 

H 205.1 3d 2D←←1s 2S 656 3d 2D→→ 2p 2P [27, 32] 

O 225.6 3p 3P←←2p 3P 845 3p 3P→→3s 3S [24] 

225.6 3p 3P←←2p 3P 777 3p 5P→→3s 5S [23] 

N 206.7 3p 4S ←←2p3 4S 742-747 3p 4S →→3s 4P [41] 

OH 620 A2Σ+ ←←X2Π ~310 A2Σ+ →→X2Π [35] 

NH3 305 C'←←X 565 C'→→A [36] 

 

 

and species concentration measurements. High accuracy measurements were possible using ns-

CARS as multiple transitions could be compared to simulated spectra to extract species 

concentration or temperature [42]. Initially, ns-CARS was performed by scanning the pump 

wavelength to measure different molecular transitions directly. The early ns-CARS measurements 

were demonstrated in realistic combustors, including thermometry in an automotive engine [43], 

liquid-fueled combustor [38], high pressure environments−incorporating Raman linewidths and 

line-mixing effects [43-47]−for N2 and H2 thermometry up to 40 atm [48]. Simultaneous, multiple 

species single-shot measurement was made possible by dual-broadband CARS using two 

broadband dye lasers [49] and applied for thermometry in a combined vibrational and dual-

broadband CARS technique [50]. Another variant,	dual-pump CARS, was implemented using two 

narrowband pump beams tuned to different molecule pairs [51] and demonstrated for measurement 
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in a supersonic combustion tunnel [52-54] and for combined pure rotational and ro-vibrational 

CARS to cover a broad range of temperatures [55]. This technique was extended to triple-pump 

CARS to measure concentration and temperature by exciting three different molecules [56], and 

increased bandwidth dual-pump CARS was used to measure seven species in combustion of a 

mixture of H2/C2H4 [57].    

Although ns-CARS has served as a useful tool for gas-phase species and temperature 

measurement, it suffers from several drawbacks. Firstly, most ns-CARS systems employ 

commercial Nd:YAG lasers due to their high energy output and the requirement of high laser 

irradiance for the CARS signal generation, but these traditional lasers systems are limited to tens 

of Hz repetition rate and pose major limitations in probing dynamic phenomena. Moreover, stark 

broadening and stimulated Raman pumping at high laser energies required for ns-CARS [58] and 

complexities from the nonresonant (NR) background signal [59] as well as high sensitivity to 

collisional broadening limit the applicability and precision of ns-CARS, especially at application 

where local pressure is not known a priori and in hydrocarbon-rich environments [60, 61].  

To circumvent pulse energy requirements and suppress NR background, picosecond laser 

systems had been employed in gas phase initially at 10 Hz [62, 63] and very recently at 100 kHz 

in a burst-mode configuration [64]. Moreover, broadband ps dye lasers were employed to 

demonstrate pure-rotational [65] and rovibrational [66] N2 thermometry.  

The advent of commercially available kHz-repetition-rate amplified femtosecond lasers 

introduced the capability of extending measurements to kHz rates. In recent years, several variants 

of femtosecond time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (fs CARS) have been 

developed with particular attention paid toward use of these approaches for combustion 

diagnostics [9, 67, 68]. The major benefits associated with such ultrafast CARS approaches include 

the high (1–10 kHz) repetition rates available from commercial ultrafast laser systems and the 

potential to complete the full measurement on timescales that are fast compared to typical 

collisional timescales at or near atmospheric pressure [69]. Initial gas phase fs-CARS thermometry 

[70, 71] and measurement of combustion-relevant species [72] were demonstrated in the time 

domain. Additionally, due to the fast time-scale over which the fs-CARS measurement are made, 

thermometry can be performed independent of collisional effects by mapping out coherence decay 

from 1-3 ps, and was demonstrated in unknown collisional environments at pressures up to 50 atm 

[73].  However, time-domain CARS required long time duration scanning of a mechanical delay 
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stage, limiting single-laser-shot capability. Alternatively, chirped probe fs CARS [67] was later 

developed to map the time domain molecular response to the frequency domain and allowed for 

single-laser-shot species concentration [74] measurement and thermometry in gas phase at 1-5 kHz 

[68, 75, 76], albeit with limited ability to isolate chemical species and increased complexity in 

modeling the nonlinear parameter space associated with the highly chirped probe pulse [77].  

For species identification, reduced modeling complexity, and less sensitivity to laser 

characteristics, an alternative is to utilize a narrowed ps probe-pulse to resolve the single-laser-

shot CARS spectrum and was first demonstrated in condensed phase [78, 79] and gas phase [80] 

measurement. In this hybrid fs/ps CARS technique, initial Raman coherences are typically 

introduced by broadband fs-preparation pulses, namely pump (ωp) and Stokes (ωs), followed by a 

frequency-narrowed, time-delayed ps-probe (ωpr) pulse that allows for multiplexed detection of 

the Raman active modes. This technique has shown particularly great promise for extension toward 

accurate thermometry at elevated pressures, primarily by the simultaneous virtues of a) readily 

assignable, spectrally resolved temperature-dependent features; b) the rejection of background 

nonresonant contributions; and c) the ability to complete single-laser-shot measurements within 

1–10 ps to avoid collisional broadening effects that occur at longer timescales [81]. Alleviating 

the need to model collision-dependent effects has been discussed as an important possible benefit 

of time-resolved CARS approaches [73, 82], particularly since accurate modeling of collisions 

requires knowledge of colliding-partner mixture compositions.  

The main challenge of hybrid fs/ps CARS comes with generating the narrowband ps pulse, 

which directly drives the spectral resolution of hybrid fs/ps CARS. Two general approaches for 

generating or shaping of the ps-probe include: (i) phase-locking separate fs- and ps- laser systems 

(two-laser solution), and (ii) generating a narrowband ps pulse derived from the broadband fs-

pulse (single-laser solution).  The former has been employed for 20 Hz CARS spectroscopy in gas 

phase to demonstrate at a point for both rotational and vibrational transitions of multiple species 

through the application of self-phase modulation [83], in atmospheric pressure flame for one 

dimensional rotational CARS (1-D) [84, 85], and in room temperature rotational N2 CARS for 

plane imaging (2-D) [86]. This approach has been expanded to 1 kHz 2-D rotational CARS up to 

700 K by Miller et al. [87]. However, the high cost and experimental complexities of two 

externally synchronized laser systems obfuscate the path to widespread use.  
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For the single-laser solution, two methods have been demonstrated to generate a ps-probe 

from the fs-laser source, with a trade-off between energy per pulse and spectral characteristics. 

The original works on hybrid fs/ps CARS spectral detection [78] and single-laser-shot N2 

vibrational CARS thermometry at flame temperatures [88] used a 4-f pulse shaper to generate a 

spectrally narrow, transform-limited probe pulse with variable ps-pulse width and with increased 

sensitivity for a range of temperatures from 300 K to 2400 K [89]. Follow-on works also utilized 

an optical filter [90] or etalon [91] for N2 single-shot rotational CARS thermometry up to 800 K, 

or a volume Bragg grating (VBG) [92] for N2 vibrational CARS thermometry at flame temperature 

with limitation to single-laser-shot measurement. However, all led to significant reduction in the 

probe pulse energy (~10 µJ/pulse) and residual sideband signatures in the spectral and temporal 

profiles that required care in the experimental and modeling procedures [90, 91]. A nonlinear 

method by Kearney et al. based on the work in Ref. [93] used a second harmonic bandwidth 

compressor (SHBC) to combine two fs-pulses with linear chirp in opposite directions through sum 

frequency generation (SFG) to generate a high energy ps-probe pulse. With up to 30% conversion 

of the fundamental broadband pulse to a narrowband ps-probe pulse with ~3.5 cm-1 bandwidth and 

~1.1 mJ/pulse, this approach has been used for fs/ps rotational CARS thermometry up to 2400 K 

[94, 95] and extended to a dual-pump hybrid fs/ps CARS for rotational/vibrational nonequilibrium 

energy distribution in a dielectric barrier discharge plasma [96]. However, introduction of 

imperfect phase conjugation due to instantaneous changes in spatial overlap and difficulty in 

achieving perfect opposite linear chirp between two pulses during SFG results in spectral wings 

and blue shifted satellite pulses [97]. This necessitates careful filtering of the ps-probe to avoid 

non-physical features in the CARS spectra that require extensive modeling effort of the laser pulse 

characteristics, and often affects the precision of the measurements. This can be potentially 

circumvented by combining an SHBC and 4-f pulse filter, but this approach has only been shown 

for rotational CARS measurements up to 1000 K and using a probe energy of  5 µJ [97].  

In this dissertation, hybrid fs/ps vibrational CARS is explored in a high-pressure diffusion 

flame with a view towards collision independent accurate and precise thermometry at combustion 

relevant conditions. Also, a novel ps-probe pulse generation technique is investigated and 

demonstrated for flame temperatures in a two-beam hybrid fs/ps rotational CARS arrangement. 
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1.4 Hybrid fs/ps CARS Model 

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering is a four-wave mixing technique involving interaction of a 

polarizable molecular species with three input (optical) electric-field pulses, known as the pump 

(ωp), Stokes (ωs) and probe (ωpr). From the conservation of energy (signal frequency) and 

momentum (phase matching), the generated CARS signal mode can be expressed as [37, 38, 98] 

 CARS p s pr        1.11 

 CARS p s pr  k k k k   1.12 

where ω is the frequency and k is the wave vector along the beam propagation direction. The 

intensity of the generated CARS signal in frequency domain can be expressed as  

 
2(3) (3)( ( ) ( )CARS res nonres

I P P       1.13 

where (3)

res
P and (3)

nonres
P are the complex third-order polarizations arising from resonant and 

nonresonant (NR) interactions within the sample, respectively.  While ns CAR is modeled in the 

frequency domain and treated as a steady process, fs-CARS modeling is carried out in the time 

domain. Moreover, in hybrid fs/ps CARS, the initial Raman coherences are prepared by the 

broadband fs pump and Stokes pulses	 that decay in time as a result of collisional dephasing,	

followed	by a time delayed narrowband ps pulse used to probe the molecular response. As such, 

the NR signal,	which decays much faster than the resonant contribution,	is suppressed as the probe 

pulse is not overlapped in time with the two fs preparation-pulses and is neglected in the model.  

The resonant frequency domain CARS component (3)
12 23( , , )

res
P     is the inverse Fourier 

transform (IFT) of the time-domain complex polarization 
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      1.14 

where Ep(t), Es(t) and Epr(t) represent the complex time-domain electric-field envelopes, and ωp, 

ωs and ωpr are the associated frequencies of the carrier waves of pump, Stokes, and probe 

respectively. Following the nomenclature in Ref. [98], R4(t) is the third-order molecular response 
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function arising from the Raman-active molecular resonances present near the pump-Stokes 

difference frequency (ωp  ωs). Note that, the spatial component of the electric fields are accounted 

for in the phase-matching configuration (Eq. 1.12) and not explicitly obvious in Eq. 1.14. Within 

this equation, the integration variables t1, t2, and t3 are the coherence timescales separating field 

interactions i.e. the pump-Stokes, Stokes-probe, and probe-CARS interactions respectively (see 

Figure 1.2a). For hybrid fs/ps CARS, the expression can be simplified by the fact that both pump 

and probe are detuned far from any electronic resonances of the molecular species being probed 

and the virtual state c is short lived. As such, the third-order response function, R4(t), over 

timescales t1 and t3 can be assumed to be fast compared to the time-dependence of the pulse 

electric-field envelopes and dephases instantaneously during both t1 and t3. So, the molecular 

response function for the first and third coherence timescales can be replaced with delta functions, 

such that, 4 3 2 1 3 4 2 1( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( )R t t t t R t t  . Also, for hybrid fs/ps CARS the pump and Stokes pulses 

arrive the probe volume at the same time 12( 0)  , and the probe pulse is delayed 23( 0)    

relative to  the pump and Stokes pulses to suppress NR background. As such, Eq. 1.14 reduces to 

`  

Figure 1.2 Wave-mixing energy level diagram. Frequency-domain diagram: (a) Vibrational 
CARS; (b) Rotational CARS; (c) Time-domain picture depicting the relative position of different 

pulses for hybrid fs/ps CARS. Dashed line represents virtual energy state. 
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  1.15 

The complex exponential term in Eq. 1.15 represents the frequency and phase associated with each 

resonant Raman transition. The term *
s pE E  product is the convolution of the pump and Stokes 

lineshapes in frequency-domain, i.e. pointwise multiplication of pump and Stokes electric-field in 

time-domain. Note that, convolution in either the time- or frequency-domain will be presented by 

"*"  in the formulation of hybrid fs/ps CARS model in this dissertation. The integral in the square 

bracket is the temporal convolution of molecular response with the pump-Stokes product. There 

are schools of thought on the way the pump-Stokes electric field can be introduced in the hybrid 

fs/ps CARS model. Firstly, the pump and Stokes electric fields can be explicitly introduced in the 

model, as is the case in Eq. 1.15, and by determining the chirp associated with pump and Stokes 

electric fields using time scans in a non-resonator (e.g., Ar); along with the bandwidths of these 

pulses, the spectral envelope that spans the observed CARS signal is incorporated in the model 

[88, 89, 99]. In the second approach, the pump and Stokes pulses are assumed to have infinite 

bandwidth, i.e. impulsive in time-domain [ ( ), ( ) ( )s pE t E t t ] comparing to the timescales 

associated with the t2 and need not to be included in the model [94, 95, 97]; rather the spectral 

response of the pump/Stokes pulses are imparted on the convolution of the probe and molecular 

response via multiplication of the modeled molecular response with experimentally obtained NR 

signal in Ar. From an experimental point of view, for vibrational CARS, where the temperature 

sensitivity and accuracy is derived from the relative intensity of the spectral features near the 

bandhead of transitions, the measurement is less susceptible to any chirp associated in the pump 

and Stokes pulses (chirped pulses are normal in practical high pressure experiment, as the fs beams 

pass through the windows) and the first method is used in this dissertation. However, to minimize 

uncertainties in the determination of pump/Stokes chirp, extra floating parameters are used in the 

model to compensate for any offset of pump/Stokes chirp relative to the nominal measured value.   

On the other hand, for pure-rotational CARS, especially at flame temperatures, the precision and 

accuracy of the measurement primarily depend on the well-separated rotational transitions 

peaks especially at high J-transitions where the pump-Stokes bandwidths are limited. Hence, 

the second approach, where the convolution of pump and Stokes are experimentally measured and 

recorded in the spectrograph, was found to reduce the modeling parameters and complexity. 
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1.4.1 Third-order molecular response function 

Now, using the assumptions made in the preceding section, the time-domain expression of 

molecular response function will be presented, which includes the summation of all Raman-active 

transitions for n m  energy levels (see Figure 1.2a) 

 , , 2( )
4 2 ,

,

( ) ( m n m ni t
m n

m n

R t e    
  

   1.16 

where ,m n  is the Raman transition frequency for n m transition and given as 

 ,
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     1.17 

where the rotational and vibrational energy level, Ev,J, for a diatomic molecule, such as N2, is 

determined from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [100] 
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where, h is Planck’s constant; c is the speed of light in a vacuum; G(v) is the vibrational energy 

term; ωe is the fundamental vibrational frequency of the oscillator; v and J are the vibrational and 

rotational quantum numbers, respectively; xe, ye, and ze are higher-order anharmonicity factors that 

account for unequal spacing of the vibrational states; and Fv(J) is the rotational energy term that 

includes the vibration-rotation interaction and the centrifugal distortion constants. Be, αe, γe, De, δe 

and βe are standard Herzberg molecular parameters. The value of these parameters for N2 are 

presented in Appendix A.  

A diatomic molecular transition is Raman-active if it satisfies the Raman selection rules as 

presented in Table 1.3 along with their associated branch IDs.  
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Table 1.3 Raman selection rules. 

Transition ∆v ∆J Branch ID 

Vibrational (CARS) ±1 0 Q 

Rotational (CARS) 0 +2 S 

Rotational (CSRS*) 0 −2 O 

*CSRS−Coherent Stokes Raman scattering 

Raman transition strength 

The term ,( m n
 
    in Eq. 1.16 is the Raman transition strength, which includes the 

differential Raman cross-sections for the respective transition, 
,m n





   and population 

difference between the two energy levels involved in the transition, ,m n . The populations of 

different molecular energy levels are a strong function of temperature and can be described using 

Boltzmann statistics [100], except where the energy distributions significantly deviate from 

Boltzmann equilibrium. The population differences for vibrational and rotational CARS 

transitions can be expressed as 

 1, ,

( ) ( 1, ) ( , )
[exp( ) exp( )]; Q-branch

( )
J m

v J v J
B B

g g J E v J E v J

Z T k T k T
  

  
     1.19 

 , 2 ,

( ) ( , 2) ( , )
[exp( ) exp( )];  S-branch

( )
J m

v J v J
B B

g g J E v J E v J

Z T k T k T
  

  
     1.20 

where Z(T) is the total internal energy partition function 

 ,( ) ( ) exp[ ]v J
J m

v J B

E
Z T g g J

k T
   1.21 

where, in Eq. 1.19 1.21, ( ) 2 1mg J J   is the degeneracy of a rotational energy state (m); kB is 

the Boltzmann constant; T is the temperature; E(v,J) is calculated from Eq. 1.18. Note that in Eq. 

1.19 and 1.20, the nuclear J-dependent spin factor is included explicitly. For a molecule with 

symmetric electronic wavefunction (e.g. N2), this factor can be expressed as 
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  1.22 

where 2 1n ng m   is the nuclear spin degeneracy and mn is the nuclear spin quantum number (for 

N2, mn=1) [99]. Note that, for Q-branch transitions, there is no vibrational degeneracy. However, 

for S-branch transitions, there are multiple states in each energy level due to degeneracy. In Eq. 

1.20 the population difference between upper and lower states is multiplied by the degeneracy of 

the initial state.  

Raman cross-sections 

For Q-branch transitions, the Raman cross-section 



  in Eq. 1.16 is defined as [101] 
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where a' and γ' are the first derivative of the average polarization isotropy and polarization 

anisotropy with associated isotropic and anisotropic Herman–Wallis factors, Fiso(J) and Fansio(J), 

respectively. The Herman-Wallis factor, F(J), in Eq. 1.23 takes into account the effect of vibration-

rotation coupling on spectral line mixing [101],  
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where p1 and p2 are the first and second coefficients of either isotropic or anisotropic polarizability 

expansion [101] and a1 is the first Dunham coefficient in the power-series expansion of the ground 

state N2 molecular potential [102]. bJ",J'  in Eq. 1.23 is the J-dependent Placzek-Teller coefficient 

[103] that represents the overlap in wavefunction of the initial and final states, and for Q-branch 

transition  
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Now, pure-rotational CARS S-branch transitions only depend on the anisotropic polarization, and 
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the corresponding Raman cross-section, Harman-Wallis factor and Placzek-Teller coefficients can 

be formulated as [104, 105] 
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Note that, the Placzek-Teller coefficients and the Herman-Wallis factors are calculated for the 

initial state of the transition. 

Collisional dephasing rates and Raman linewidths 

For N2 CARS thermometry described in this dissertation, it is assumed that vibrational dephasing 

is negligible [106], and J-dependent collisional dephasing rates are dominated by RET. The 

temperature and pressure dependent collisional dephasing rates, Γm,n , in Eq. 1.16 has been studied 

for different combustion relevant species [45, 47, 60, 107-109]. Empirical results thus acquired are 

typically fit to scaling laws such as the modified exponential gap (MEG) law [45] and different 

variants of energy-corrected sudden (ECS) approximation [73, 110, 111]. Unfortunately, 

parameterized fits of these modified ECS models to linewidths measured at the high temperatures 

(1000–2500 K) associated with combustion have not been reported to date. As such, best-fit 

empirical parameters associated with a MEG model of RET for N2 were used, obtained via fitting 

of experimental linewidths at elevated pressures and temperatures [45, 112, 113].  

According to MEG model, the pressure- and temperature-dependent rates for upward 

transitions from rotational state i to j (i < j) construct the lower triangular matrix of Γm,n, and given 

as 
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where P and T represent pressure and temperature, respectively; α, β and δ represent adjustable 

parameters that are optimized by least-squares fitting of experimental results at T0 = 295 K; m is 

an additional adjustable parameter that allows for optimal simulation of experimentally measured 

J-dependent linewidths; a is a species-dependent constant; and exponent n accounts for the 

temperature dependences of the collisional RET rates. The values of all MEG model parameters 

used in this dissertation are presented in Appendix A.  

The upper triangular matrix of Γm,n, which includes all the downward transitions, is readily 

available from microscopic reversibility 
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The off-diagonal elements of Γ matrix are relatively small compared to the diagonal elements at 

pressures where line-mixing effects are negligible (i.e. at low gas densities), and diagonal elements 

only are enough to represent frequency-domain Lorentzian linewidths of Q-branch transitions 

 , ( )J J ji i j
i j
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Following the work of Martinsson et al. [47], the diagonal elements of Γ can used to approximate 

S-branch linewidths for a transition between states J + 2←J and this approximation is valid if 

inelastic collisions mostly contribute to the broadening 

 2, , 2, 2

1
( )

2J J J J J J        1.32 

For pure rotational CARS, where the transitions are largely separated, increased pressure threshold 

is observed even at pressures as high as 70 atm [97], and collisional narrowing effect can be 

neglected in the model. However, under high-pressure conditions off-diagonal elements, which 

represent state-to-state RET, become significant and it is necessary to account for line-mixing 

effects, as is the case for high-pressure vibrational CARS. In these situations, the G-matrix 

formalism [106] is readily available and is included in the hybrid fs/ps CARS model. Here, G is a 

block-diagonal matrix, where each square submatrix contains information on the collisional 

relaxation and Raman transition frequencies corresponding to each vibrational manifold 

 ,v v Ji  G I   1.33 
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where Γ is the n n relaxation matrix and ωv,JI represents a diagonal n×n matrix containing Q-

branch transitions of the v+1←v (J = 0 to Jmax =n 1). Diagonalization of G-matrix produced a 

series of eigenvalues that contains transition frequencies,  ,m n , and linewidths,  ,m n , and are the 

new input parameters in Eq. 1.16 to simulate the time-domain molecular response function.  

Finally, the CARS signal intensity in time-domain is calculated as 
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Invoking the Fourier transform, the CARS signal intensity in the frequency-domain matching 

experimentally measured CARS spectra can be calculated as 
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Appendix. A contains all the molecular constants and fitting parameters for hybrid fs/ps N2 

CARS that are used in this dissertation.  

1.4.2 Hybrid fs/ps CARS model implementation and data fitting procedure 

Generation of temperature and pressure dependent spectral library 

Table 1.4 is a pictorial demonstration of the implementation of hybrid fs/ps CARS model for both 

vibrational and rotational CARS thermometry. As stated earlier, for vibrational CARS the pump-

Stokes pulse is explicitly included in the model, whereas for rotational CARS the spectral envelop 

that spans the observed CARS signal is imparted to the model from experimentally measured NR 

signal in Ar. The simulated spectra in Table 1.4 are generated for P =1 atm and T = 2400 K for 

both cases. In the simulation probe delays ( 23 ) of 32.1-ps and 20-ps were used for vibrational and 

rotational CARS, respectively. For both cases, a Gaussian probe pulse with 3.25 cm-1 spectral 

bandwidth was used. The pump, Stokes and probe wavelength were 675 nm, 800 nm and 800 nm 

for VCARS, while the same for RCARS were 800 nm, 800 nm and 532 nm. Note that, for both 

cases pump/Stokes pulses were 100-fs. In the table "*" stands for convolution of two functions in 

the respective domain, while " "  represents pointwise multiplication.  
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Table 1.4 Generation of temperature and pressure dependent spectral library for hybrid fs/ps 
vibrational and rotational CARS 

Vibrational CARS Rotational CARS 
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Table 1.4 continued 
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Experimental data fitting procedure  

Once the simulated CARS spectra were generated for different temperatures, a calibrated 

experimental CARS spectrum with known temperature were fitted with corresponding simulated 

spectrum at the same temperature to fix floating parameters in the code. These floating parameters 

included probe-pulse delay offset with nominal 23 , spectral shift in the spectrometer (to match 

the experimental and simulated wavenumber axis), pump/Stokes bandwidth and chirp offset with 

nominal measured value (if pump/Stokes-pulse is explicitly included in the model), probe-pulse 

bandwidth and chirp offset with nominal measured value, center wavelengths, and absolute total 

signal intensity factor. Once the floating parameters were fixed in the model, the simulated spectra 

were convolved with a measured instrument function for least-square fitting of the background 

subtracted experimental data to extract unknown temperatures using a standard nonlinear 

optimization routine. Temperature was the fitting parameter, along with wavenumber axis shifting 

and an intensity offset. The objective function minimized by fitting algorithm is 
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where x is the number of points in each experimental spectrum and ir  represents residual at the 

corresponding point.  

1.5 Dissertation Summary 

This chapter presents a preamble on the motivation for this research work with a general literature 

review on the development and application of two-photon laser-induced fluorescence and coherent 

anti-Stokes Raman scattering spectroscopy for gas-phase species and temperature measurements, 

respectively. The theoretical model for hybrid fs/ps CARS thermometry is presented and a 

comparison between two different approaches for simulating vibrational and rotational CARS 

spectra are presented. The following describes in brief the organization of the remainder of this 

dissertation, which includes more specific literature reviews, experimental descriptions, results, 

and discussion of five main experimental efforts to advance nonlinear spectroscopy at high 

pressures, each representing a journal article that has been published or submitted for publication. 

Chapter 2 presents quantitative femtosecond, two-photon laser-induced (fs TP-LIF) fluorescence 
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measurement of carbon monoxide (CO) in high-pressure flames. Chapter 3 sheds insight on the 

different loss mechanisms that might perturb high-pressure application of fs TP-LIF technique as 

applied specifically to detection of CO. Chapter 4 covers quantitative fs TP-LIF of atomic oxygen 

(O-atom) in a high-pressure H2/air flame, along with potential effects of high-pressure on 

collisional quenching and other interferences. Chapter 5 presents collision independent vibrational 

hybrid fs/ps CARS thermometry at elevated pressures. Chapter 6 introduces a novel ps-probe pulse 

amplification technique to generate a chirp-free, single-mode ps-probe with flexible TBP for 

application in rotational CARS thermometry. Chapter 7 contains a summary of this dissertation 

with directions for future research work. 
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 FEMTOSECOND, TWO-PHOTON, LASER-INDUCED 
FLUORESCENCE (TP-LIF) MEASUREMENT OF CO IN HIGH-

PRESSURE FLAMES  

Modified from a paper published in Applied Optics 57, 5666-5671 (2018). 
 K. Arafat Rahman, Karna S. Patel, Mikhail N. Slipchenko, Terrence R. Meyer, Zhili Zhang, Yue 

Wu, James R. Gord, and Sukesh Roy 

 

Quantitative, kHz-rate measurement of carbon monoxide mole fractions by femtosecond (fs) two-

photon, laser-induced fluorescence (TP-LIF) was demonstrated in high-pressure, luminous flames 

over a range of fuel-air ratios. Femtosecond excitation at 230.1 nm was used to pump CO two-

photon rovibrational Χ1Σ+→B1Σ+ transitions in the Hopfield-Birge system and avoid photolytic 

interferences with excitation irradiance ~1.7×1010 W/cm2. The effects of excitation wavelength, 

detection scheme, and potential sources of de-excitation were also assessed to optimize the signal-

to-background and signal-to-noise ratios and achieve excellent agreement with theoretically 

predicted CO mole fractions at low and high pressure. 

2.1 Introduction 

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a major pollutant and key intermediate species for many chemical 

kinetic pathways in combustion systems. In flames it is generated as a byproduct of incomplete 

combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. Hence, quantitative spatiotemporally resolved measurements of 

CO concentrations within the flame zone are important for developing a more comprehensive 

understanding of combustion processes at realistic operating pressures. 

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) has been used for measurement of CO in 

fuel-rich flames at atmospheric conditions [114] and could potentially be utilized for 

measurements at high pressure. Challenges in this approach include the need for pointwise spatial 

profiling and the influence of collisional broadening at high pressures. The use of fs CARS has 

been proposed for measurements with reduced sensitivity to collisional broadening, but  the 

applicability for in-situ measurements in flame environments has yet to be demonstrated [115].  

Absorption spectroscopy has also been utilized for detection of CO in flame environments, albeit 

with limitations on spatial resolution due to the path-averaged nature of the measurements [116]. 
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Scores of other laser-based diagnostic techniques have been employed for nonintrusive, in-situ 

measurements of CO in atmospheric pressure combustion systems, such as 2+1 resonance-

enhanced multiphoton ionization [117], Raman/Rayleigh scattering [118], amplified stimulated 

emission [119, 120], and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) [39, 121, 122]. The excellent spatial 

resolution, species-selective excitation and emission, and high sensitivity of LIF makes this 

technique a suitable candidate for detection of flame radicals and intermediate species, and it has 

been used for visualization of different species in reacting flows for the last few decades [19, 123, 

124]. 

The feasibility of CO PLIF has been demonstrated using infrared excitation of vibrational 

transitions and mid-infrared detection of vibrational fluorescence at room temperature conditions. 

Because of the lack of gated intensified detectors in this wavelength range, the applicability for 

use of this approach in luminous high-pressure flames requires further investigation. Alternatively, 

excitation of electronic transitions allows for ultraviolet (UV) excitation and detection in the 

visible range where gated intensified cameras are readily available. For species such as CO, 

however, the electronic transitions lie within the vacuum ultraviolet wavelength range and are not 

accessible via single-photon excitation. For such species, two-photon (TP) excitation schemes 

have been successfully applied for excitation in the ultraviolet range and detection of flame species 

at red-shifted wavelengths [27, 121, 125].  

Different schemes have been proposed for TP-LIF of CO, with the most widely used 

excitation schemes involving nanosecond (ns)-duration laser pulses where two-photons at 230.1 

nm excite the CO molecule from the ground Χ1Σ+ (υ” = 0) state to the B1Σ+ (υ’ = 0) state in the 

Hopfield-Birge system of CO [29, 126]. As the rotational constants are similar for X and B states, 

multiple rotational lines in the Q-branch are excited, resulting in fluorescence primarily from the 

B1Σ+→→A1Π Ångström system. Visible fluorescence in the spectral range of 400–625 nm can then 

be detected without scattering interferences from the excitation beam. Challenges associated with 

ns-duration lasers, however, include perturbation of flame chemistry by the high energy laser, 

relatively low signal levels, and estimation of temperature- and pressure- dependent quenching 

rates [127-129]. Additional challenges are expected with ns TP-LIF at high pressure due to 

pressure-dependent absorption line broadening and shifting [130]. 

The presence of photolytic interferences associated with high excitation pulse energies 

obfuscates the LIF signal and is a major obstacle to accurate and robust measurement of CO using 
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ns-duration laser pulses. The main sources of photolytic interferences are: 1) photochemical 

formation of CO from CO2, 2) CO photoionization in a 2+1 photon process, 3) C2 cross-talk, and 

4) stimulated emission. Nefedov et al. proposed a procedure to correct for CO2 photo-dissociation 

on CO TP-LIF measurements [131]. An alternative pumping approach (C1Σ+←← X1Σ+) has also 

been suggested in the literature to eliminate C2 swan-band emissions; this approach is less 

influenced by quenching process and associated with a stronger two-photon absorption cross-

section but has a much weaker branching ratio for spontaneous emission of the excited state [39].   

Alternatively, since the TP-LIF signal depends strongly on the laser irradiance 

(quadratically), ultrashort picosecond (ps) and femtosecond (fs) pulses can be used to provide 

higher laser irradiance with relatively modest laser energies for stronger TP-LIF signals with 

reduced or eliminated photolytic perturbation.  Brackmann et al. reported the use of ps lasers to 

reduce photolytic interferences from C2 using CO TP-LIF measurements in ethylene–air flames 

[132]. Further improvement of CO TP-LIF measurements can be achieved using fs-laser excitation, 

as demonstrated recently in steady and unsteady atmospheric methane-air flames [33, 133].   

In addition, because of the inherent broadband nature of femtosecond pulses, it is of interest 

to investigate the feasibility of such ultrashort lasers in quantitative CO measurements at higher 

pressures. At these conditions, the effects of collisional quenching may be exacerbated, but the 

broadband nature of the fs pulses may help to alleviate the effects of line broadening and line 

shifting. The current work further extends recent advancements in CO fs TP-LIF to evaluate the 

accuracy of this approach for measurements at high-pressure conditions. A steady laminar CH4/Air 

flame with known equilibrium CO concentrations was employed to investigate potential 

interferences and verify measurement accuracy over a range of fuel-air ratios at elevated pressure. 

We furthermore investigated laser excitation energy, excitation wavelength, quenching rates, as 

well as two potential detection systems to maximize the signal-to-background and signal-to-noise 

ratios at high pressures when flame luminosity becomes a significant concern. 

2.2 Experimental Apparatus and Conditions 

The laser source for the present study consisted of an 800 nm, 1-kHz, 7.2-mJ/pulse 100-fs full-

width at half-maximum (FWHM), regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser system. The primary 

7.2 mJ output of the fundamental 800 nm wavelength was split into 4.3 mJ and 2.9 mJ beam paths, 

and an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) was pumped by the 4.3 mJ beam with the signal output 
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wavelength at 1291 nm. This beam was frequency doubled twice to produce radiation at 323 nm. 

Finally, this beam was sum-frequency-mixed with 1.1 mJ of the 2.9 mJ fundamental beam to 

produce vertically polarized beam with ~50 μJ/pulse at 230.1 nm. The 230.1 nm output was then 

guided into the high-pressure test cell via a combination of f = –1000 mm cylindrical and f = +250 

mm spherical lenses to excite two-photon transitions in the Χ1Σ+ to B1Σ+ system of CO. This 

optical setup produced a vertical laser sheet that was 2.4 mm high and 200 µm wide propagating 

through the flame. Images were collected at 8 mm above the burner surface. Optical access to the 

high-pressure test cell (see Figure 2.1) was provided through three 25.4 mm thick UV fused-silica 

windows purged with nitrogen during operation to avoid water condensation and soot formation. 

Because of the high peak irradiance of the fs pulses in the deep UV, the choice of window material 

(Corning 7979) and size of the beam at the	 cell entrance window was optimized to avoid 

multiphoton absorption and degradation of the excitation pulse. 

 

Figure 2.1 Experimental setup of the fs laser, imaging, and spectrally resolved detection system 
for CO fs TP-LIF. 

 

Images of fluorescence from several CO emission bands were collected using two different 

detection systems, including: 1) the combination of a high-speed (kHz) image intensifier (IRO, 

LaVision GmbH) and CMOS camera (FASTCAM SA-Z, Photron), and 2) a low-speed, intensified 

CCD camera (PI-Max4-SB ICCD, Princeton Instruments).  A spectral filter with a transmission 
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window of 357-521 nm was used to minimize background signals from flame and soot emission. 

An 85-mm, f/1.4 camera lens and a 20-mm lens extender were used to achieve high collection 

efficiency with high magnification for line imaging.  

The fluorescence signal of TP-LIF can be expressed as [28, 29] 

 2m
TP LIF CO L

i L
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S CN I
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  2.1 

where C represents a group of experimental constants including the solid angle and efficiency of 

the optical collection system; NCO [cm-3] is the number density of CO in the ground electronic state; 

σ [cm4×s] is the two-photon rate coefficient, which is a function of the spectrally integrated two-

photon absorption cross-section (σ0) [134], molecular transition line-shape, excitation frequency, 

laser linewidth and temperature; IL [W/cm2] is the laser irradiance; m is the exponent for irradiance 

dependency of the TP-LIF signal; A [s-1] is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission [135]; 

Q [s-1] represents the collisional quenching rate [127]; P [s-1] is the predissociation rate; and σi 

[cm2] is the photoionization cross-section [136]. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Effects of excitation wavelength and energy 

The dependence of CO TP-LIF signal on excitation wavelength was examined at two different 

pressures (1 and 5 atm) by imaging TP-LIF signals in a steady, nearly adiabatic Hencken burner 

flame [137] for a fuel-rich equivalence ratio, ф, of 1.3 and scanning the OPA output wavelength 

(see Figure 2.2a). An average of 200 images were recorded using the high-speed intensified CMOS 

camera while varying the OPA wavelength. The intensifier gate width was 100 ns, and an 

intensifier gain of 80% was used to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  The bandwidth of 

the excitation pulse was found to be in the range of 0.75 nm to 0.8 nm FWHM (~150 cm-1) at these 

two different pressures. Variations of ±10% in the 10 µJ/pulse excitation beam was accounted for 

during the wavelength scan.  While broadening of the absorption line is expected at higher pressure, 

its effects are minimized by the broadband nature of the fs laser pulse. 

It is evident from Eq. 2.1 that the theoretical TP-LIF signal should be proportional to IL
2 in 

the absence of photolysis or multi-photon ionization processes. The former can lead to laser-
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induced generation of CO molecules, while the latter competes with the TP-LIF process and will 

limit the signal at higher laser energies.  

Hence, the dependence of CO TP-LIF signal on excitation laser energy was investigated at 

two different pressures (1 and 5 atm) at the same flame condition as mentioned above. Each data 

point consisted of an average from 200 background-corrected images. The average signal and 

standard deviation (error bars for ±2σ) are shown in Figure 2.2b. The near quadratic dependence 

was found at 1 atm (within 2%) and 5 atm (within 6%), indicating very little interference from 

photolysis or multi-photon ionization up to ~10 μJ/pulse (1.7 × 1010 W/cm2) in both cases. Beyond  

 

 

                             

Figure 2.2 (a) CO TP-LIF signal dependence on the laser excitation wavelength at 1 and 5 atm 
showing experimental data (symbols) with a Gaussian fit (line) and (b) CO TP-LIF signal 
dependence on the excitation laser energy at 1 and 5 atm. 10 µJ/pulse corresponds to an 

irradiance of ~1.7 × 1010 W/cm2. Error bars represent ±σ. 
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this laser energy, the substantial drop below the quadratic power dependence indicates that 

competing effects that depend on laser irradiance, such as multi-photon ionization, become 

significant.  

2.3.2 TP-LIF images of the flame profile at high pressure  

Figure 2.3 shows averaged and single shot images of CO fs TP-LIF at four different pressures in 

the CH4-air Hencken burner flames utilizing an excitation energy of 10 μJ/pulse (~1.7 × 1010 

W/cm2). The Hencken burner was used in standard non-premixed configuration that produces flat, 

uniform, steady, and nearly adiabatic flame after rapid surface mixing [137].  Although we could 

successfully obtain images beyond 5 atm using Hencken burner, which is designed for atmospheric 

pressure conditions, at higher pressures the flame structure and luminosity changed significantly. 

While the Hencken calibration burner normally produces a near-adiabatic flame above a rapid 

mixing zone, at high pressure the mixing rate appears to be significantly slower, and it is no longer 

possible to assume flow-field uniformity. Instead, the well-mixed diffusion flame is converted to 

an array of independent fuel jets that burn as separate diffusion flames [138]. This is due to the 

inverse relation between pressure and mass-momentum diffusion. For this reason, the quantitative 

nature of the CO measurement was investigated up to 5 atm, as discussed further below. 

Nonetheless, the images in  Figure 2.3 illustrate that it is feasible to acquire single-shot images of 

CO fs TP-LIF at high pressure (up to 12 atm) to discern the single-shot structure of the CO 

concentration field in non-uniform or unsteady flames.  

 

Figure 2.3 Averaged (upper row) and single-shot (lower row) CO fs TP-LIF signals at 1, 4, 8, 12 
atm (left to right). Camera: ICCD (PI-Max4-SB). The main flow exit of the Hencken burner was 

25×25 mm. Laser sheet was approximately 8 mm above the burner surface.  
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2.3.3 Effects of flame luminosity and detection system 

One of the major challenges with high-pressure measurement of CO fs TP-LIF is background 

luminosity from the CH4-air flame [33, 126, 131], which appears  near the burner surface at 8 and 

12 atm in Fig. Figure 2.3. To optimize the detection scheme, two imaging systems were 

investigated for the high-pressure TP-LIF measurements, as described in section 2.2. To compare 

these two systems, 300 single shot images of CO fs TP-LIF signal were collected at identical flame 

conditions. At 1 atm, the LIF images recorded by the intensifier and CMOS camera combination 

with a laser irradiance of 1.7 × 1010 W/cm2 have a peak single-shot SNR of 30 and a median SNR 

of 17 with σ = 4.3. For the same laser irradiance, the ICCD camera has peak SNR of 19 and a 

median SNR of 13 with σ = 1.6.  As such, the ICCD camera showed very consistent single-shot 

measurements, while the intensifier-and CMOS camera combination showed better SNR at low 

pressure conditions and allowed measurements at kHz rates.  

To evaluate the effects of flame luminosity at higher pressures, the CO-TP-LIF signal and 

flame background were recorded from 1–5 atm, as shown in  Figure 2.4. For each data point, 300 

images were collected and averaged. An intensifier gate of 100 ns was used for intensifier and 

CMOS camera combination (minimum gate width for the system), while a 15 ns was the gate 

width was used for ICCD camera, limited by the 5-ns jitter in the fs pulse. While the intensifier 

and CMOS camera combination shows higher sensitivities and SNR at lower pressures, beyond 4 

atm the measurements are limited by the increasingly luminous flame background, which 

competes with the fs TP-LIF signal and decreases SNR. Thus, it is close to its detection limit with 

a median SNR of 2 at 5 atm. In contrast, the ICCD has a median SNR of 5 at the same pressure.  

The improved performance of the ICCD also enables higher-	SNR with lower excitation energy to 

help avoid potential photolytic interferences. In future work, however, it would be of interest to 

utilize an intensifier and CMOS camera combination with a shorter gate width to improve signal 

levels and achieve kHz rate single-shot imaging. 

Despite the use of a short time gate with the ICCD camera, the effects of background 

chemiluminescence increased at high pressures relative to the TP-LIF signal. This is illustrated by 

the fluorescence spectra of  Figure 2.5a, which were collected at flame conditions and displayed 

without background corrections to illustrate the relative effects of flame luminosity. These 

emission spectra were recorded using a 500-mm spectrometer equipped with a 300 g/mm grating 

coupled to the ICCD camera. An 85-mm, f/1.4 lens was used to direct the fluorescence signal into 
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the entrance slit. The spectral resolution of the detection system was approximately 4 nm.  A total 

of 10,000 laser shots were accumulated on the ICCD and vertically binned. The averaged spectra 

in  Figure 2.5a are normalized by the highest peak of the CO TP-LIF signal at 1 atm (at 483 nm), 

such that the figure illustrates the relative of intensities of the signal at 5 atm.  

 

Figure 2.4 CO TP-LIF and flame background signals using an intensifier (IRO) and CMOS 
camera combination versus an ICCD camera with a shorter time gate for 1–5 atm CH4-air 

Hencken burner flames at ф = 1.3. 

2.3.4 Potential sources of de-excitation at elevated pressure 

The data in  Figure 2.5a can also be used to assess potential interferences from photodissociation, 

or other photochemical effects caused by a high-peak-energy UV laser pulse. To assess the 

potential impact of these processes at higher pressure, the emission spectra of CO fs TP-LIF signal 

for CH4/air Hencken-burner flame (ф = 1.3) were investigated at 1 and 5 atm at slightly higher 

irradiance (~1.3 times) than the irradiance we reported as the multiphoton ionization limit (Figure 

2.2b). These interferences can alter the mole fractions of CO or other species in the flame and bias 

the fs TP-LIF signal measurement, thereby limiting the laser energy that can be utilized for TP-

LIF. Major sources of photolysis that might affect the CO TP-LIF measurements include  

 2 2( )C H n h C H     2.2 

 2CO h CO O     2.3 

 4 ( ) 3CH n h CH H     2.4 
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The detected spectral signature in  Figure 2.5a includes strong fluorescence peaks from the B 

(υ"=0)→A Ångström band (υ" = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) in the range of 450 nm to 620 nm.  It also includes 

two strong emission lines at 412 nm and 440 nm, which previously had been attributed to the 

C1Σ+→A1Π  transitions at 412.5 nm (0,2), 438 nm (0,3) and 466.1 nm (0,4) [33]; however, we	

measured the same spectra in a mixing chamber (cold CO) and found no evidence of these peaks. 

On the other hand, B1Σ+ (υ"=1)→A1Π also has emission lines at 412.3 nm (1,0), 439.2 nm (1,1), 

and 469.7 nm (1,2), which could occur after the excitation of the X1Σ+ (υ"=1)→B1Σ+ (υ"=1) 

system. The separation between X1Σ+ (υ"=0) and X1Σ+ (υ"=1) is 2130 cm-1, which is similar to 

2050 cm-1 for B1Σ+ (υ'= 0-1). So, the separation between Χ1Σ+→B1Σ+ (0-0) and (1-1) diagonal 

bands is ~80 cm-1, which is significantly lower than the laser bandwidth (150 cm-1). Thus, it is 

possible that both (0-0) and (1-1) bands are excited in flame in which X1Σ+( υ"=1) is substantially 

populated at high temperatures (see  Figure 2.5b). Li et. al. performed similar experiments in a 

McKenna burner premixed flame at atmospheric condition and found very similar results [133].  

One potential application of B(1)→→A(0) emission band might be the quantitative measurement 

of CO in highly sooty flames where presence of C2 Swan-band emissions overlaps most of the 

B(0)→A Ångström-band. However, even at rich flames, the combination of low average power i.e. 

fs-lasers and shorter detection gate width used in these experiments (~10-15-ns) is sufficient to 

eliminate C2 swan band emission (both laser-generated and nascent C2).  As such, the temperature 

dependence of the associated transition of diagonal bands might be useful in measurement of 

temperature in flames by CO fs TP-LIF.  

Other potential sources of uncertainty in excitation processes for the B1Σ+ state that might 

affect the TP-LIF signal at elevated pressure may also be considered. Photo-dissociation of CH4 

was not detected as a potential source of interference due to the lack of CH4 above the Hencken 

burner at the current flame conditions, as evidenced by the lack of a CH emission line (A→X) near 

430 nm [139]. Another factor that might affect the fs TP-LIF signal is the introduction of second-

order phase (linear chirp) in the various optical components. Based on prior work, a factor of  2 

decrease in signal might result because of chirped pulses that is common from an OPA [35]. This 

may be exacerbated as the beam propagates through the focusing lens and cell window, and was 

the reason of narrower excitation bandwidth than the laser bandwidth in Figure 2.2a. However, 

this should not affect the quantitative nature of the measurement as it is consistent for a specific 

pressure condition, although it could impact the detection limits at higher pressure. 
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Figure 2.5 (a) CO fs TP-LIF emission spectra measured in a ф = 1.3 CH4-air flame.  Laser 
irradiance was 2.3 × 1010 W/cm2 (13 µJ/pulse). Both the 1 and 5 atm spectra were normalized by 

the peak signal at 1 atm near 483 nm. (b) Simplified energy level diagram indicating the (0-0) 
and (1-1) transitions in the B1Σ+←← X1Σ  system excited at 230.1 nm in this work. 
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2.3.5 Quantitative CO TP-LIF measurement at different pressures 

To verify the quantitative nature of the measurements, a comparison was made between the 

theoretical equilibrium CO mole fractions and the CO fs TP-LIF signals averaged over 300 images 

and collected at various fuel-lean to fuel-rich equivalence ratios at 1 and 5 atm, as shown in  Figure 

2.6. It was found that the dependence of the CO mole fractions on equivalence ratio was in close 

agreement with the trends expected from equilibrium calculations from ф = 0.9 (lower detection 

limit) to ф = 1.5 at both 1 atm and 5 atm. This close agreement was achieved without corrections 

for the variation of quenching rates in the presence of different product species and collision 

partners. This implies that variations in the collisional quenching cross-sections with varying 

flame-product concentrations have little effect on the relative CO fs TP-LIF signals, allowing 

quantitative measurements with proper calibration using a flame with known CO concentrations. 

Support for the insensitivity to collisional quenching is found by plotting the theoretical quenching 

rate as a function of equivalence ratio based on published values [127] and equilibrium 

concentrations of various quenching species. As shown in  Figure 2.7, the quenching rate varies 

by ~7% for equivalence ratios from 0.9 to 1.5. Hence, the CO mole fraction is a direct function of 

the CO signal over the entire equivalence ratio range investigated in this work. 

In  Figure 2.6b note that the slight discrepancy of ~5% at fuel-rich conditions and at higher 

pressure can be attributed, in part, to higher uncertainty caused by background chemiluminescence 

and fluorescence interferences from nearby molecular transitions, as shown previously in  Figure 

2.5a. 

2.4 Conclusions 

Fs TP-LIF was demonstrated for quantitative single-shot or kHz-rate measurements of the 

CO mole fraction at elevated pressures in a CH4/air calibration burner. Various challenges that 

might be associated with the high-pressure flame measurements, such as background 

chemiluminescence, photolytic interferences, and multiphoton excitation and ionization, were 

addressed. It is suggested that the laser irradiance should not exceed 1.7 × 1010 W/cm2 to avoid 

significant contributions from multiphoton de-excitation processes and potential photolytic 

interferences regardless of the pressure investigated in this work. Careful attention to the potential 
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of CO mole fractions from equilibrium theory and experimental CO fs 
TP-LIF signals at various equivalence ratios for pressures of (a) 1 atm and (b) 5 atm. ICCD gate 

width is 15 ns. Error bars represent ±σ. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Theoretical quenching rates as a function of equivalence ratio assuming equilibrium 
concentrations of quenching species for the products of CH4-air combustion. 
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sources of interference allowed a very good match between the theoretical CO equilibrium mole-

fraction predictions and the TP-LIF signal at different pressures and for varying equivalence ratios. 

This would enable quantitative measurement of absolute CO mole fractions with proper calibration. 

Dependence of the fs TP-LIF signal on pressure for line imaging, along with the relative merits of 

two different imaging systems, were also addressed to enable future investigations of unsteady, 

non-uniform flames. 
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 PRESSURE-SCALING CHARACTERISTICS OF FEMTOSECOND, 
TWO- PHOTON LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE OF CARBON 

MONOXIDE 

Modified from a paper published in Applied Optics 58, 7458-7465 (2019). 
 K. Arafat Rahman, Venkat Athmanathan, Mikhail N. Slipchenko, Terrence R. Meyer, and 

Sukesh Roy 

 

Broadband femtosecond (fs) two-photon laser-induced fluorescence (TP-LIF) of the B1Σ+←← 

Χ1Σ+, Hopfield-Birge system of carbon monoxide (CO) is believed to have two major advantages 

compared to narrowband nanosecond (ns) excitation. It should (i) minimize the effects of pressure-

dependent absorption line broadening and shifting, and (ii) produce pressure independent TP-LIF 

signals as the effect of increase in quenching due to molecular collisions is offset by the increase 

in number density. However, there is an observed nonlinear drop in the CO TP-LIF signal with 

increasing pressure. In this work, we systematically investigate the relative impact of potential de-

excitation mechanisms, including collisional quenching, forward lasing, attenuation of the source 

laser by the test cell windows or by the gas media, and a 2+1 photoionization process. As expected, 

line broadening and collisional quenching play minor roles in the pressure-scaling behavior, but 

the CO fs TP-LIF signals deviate from theory primarily because of two major reasons. First, 

attenuation of the excitation laser at high pressures significantly reduces the laser irradiance 

available at the probe volume. Second, a 2+1 photoionization process becomes significant as the 

number density increases with pressure and acts as major de-excitation pathway.  This work 

summarizes the phenomena and strategies that need to be considered for quantitative CO fs TP-

LIF at high pressures. 

3.1 Motivation 

Revisiting Eq. 2.1, the fluorescence signal of CO fs TP-LIF can be expressed as 

 2m
TP LIF CO L

i L

A
S CN I

Q A P I





 
  

  3.1 

As the spectral linewidth (~180 cm-1) of the fs laser is significantly broader than the typical spectral 

linewidth of molecular transition (<0.2 cm-1), the two-photon rate coefficient, σ, in Eq. 3.1 can be 
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expressed as a direct function of σ0 and the spectral bandwidth of the excitation laser only [133], 

and can be assumed to be independent of pressure broadening or shifting. Since predissociation 

for CO is negligible and A<<Q, then in the absence of photoionization Eq. 3.1 can be expressed as 

 2m CO
TP LIF L

NS I Q


    3.2 

As the number density, NCO, and quenching, Q, scale linearly with pressure (P), the fs CO 

TP-LIF signal should also be independent of pressure. Wang et al. recently reported further 

experiments of CO fs TP-LIF in a high-pressure non-reacting mixing chamber with the purpose of 

evaluating the pressure-scaling characteristics of the signal. They reported a strong nonlinear decay 

of the TP-LIF signal with pressure [140] and proposed several potential loss mechanisms such as 

collisional quenching, photoionization etc. However, they stopped short of quantifying the relative 

contributions of each mechanism and identifying the specific conditions under which these 

different mechanisms may be significant.  For example, collisional quenching is proposed as a 

potential loss mechanism at higher pressures, although this is not consistent with theory. As such, 

a more detailed investigation is needed to determine which loss mechanisms are most important, 

which can be ignored, and what experimental parameters affect their behavior. In addition, Wang 

et al. used a laser irradiance that was two-orders-of-magnitude higher than that reported in the 

literature as the photoionization-free irradiance for atmospheric-pressure applications. As such, a 

third photon can be absorbed at the excited state and a 2+1 photon, resonance-enhanced transition 

is possible to the ionization continuum, which could potentially be one of the major perturbing 

sources in the measurement of fs CO TP-LIF.  So, their conclusions about the pressure scaling of 

the TP-LIF signals are likely compounded by the effects of photoionization, which may have a 

different pressure dependence.  Furthermore, such laser energies could cause potential nonlinear 

interactions at the test cell windows or other phenomena such as forward lasing that may impact 

the TP-LIF signals.  

 In the present study, therefore, a detailed imaging and spectroscopic investigation of CO 

fs TP-LIF is conducted at elevated pressure both at flame conditions and in a well-characterized, 

high-pressure mixing chamber. The magnitude of different potential loss mechanisms is quantified, 

and the impact of various experimental conditions on these loss mechanisms are thoroughly 

evaluated to enable more accurate CO TP-LIF measurements at high pressures. 
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3.2 Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup consisted of a 1 kHz, 800-nm, 7.2 mJ/pulse regeneratively amplified 

Ti:Sapphire ultrafast laser source (Solstice Ace; Spectra Physics, Inc.)  having 100-fs temporal 

pulsewidth. The fundamental beam at 800 nm was used to pump an optical parametric amplifier 

(OPA), which generated the TP-LIF excitation beam at 230.1-nm to excite multiple ro-vibrational 

transitions in the Hopfield-Birge system of CO. At this wavelength the OPA can produce  

~50 µJ/pulse with a spectral bandwidth of ~180 cm-1.  This 230.1 nm beam was then guided into 

the probe volume via multiple dielectric mirrors and a combination of an f = -1000 mm cylindrical 

lens and an f = +250 mm spherical lens. One of the dielectric mirrors was replaced with a 90/10 

beam splitter to monitor the input laser energy continuously during the experiment using a power 

meter (XLP12 head, Gentec). This optical setup produced a laser sheet that was 2.4 mm high and 

200 µm thick at the probe volume. Two high-pressure devices were used in this work. First, a 

CH4/Air flame was stabilized over a 25.4 × 25.4 mm Hencken calibration burner in a high-pressure 

test cell (as described in section 2.2). To minimize experimental uncertainties in the pressure 

scaling of the CO fs TP-LIF signal, an optically accessible gas sampling and mixing chamber rated 

up to 30 atm was used (Figure 3.1b). Images of the fluorescence signal from several CO emission 

bands were collected using an intensified charged-coupled device (ICCD) camera (PI-Max4-SB 

CCD, Princeton Instruments) with an 85-mm, f/1.4 camera lens in combination with a 20-mm 

extension tube to achieve high collection efficiency with high magnification for line imaging. A 

spectral filter with a 357–521 nm transmission window was used to minimize interference from 

background flame emission. The gate width in the intensifier was 15-ns. The mixing chamber had 

four 38.1 mm diameter UV fused silica windows (12.7 mm thickness) with a 203.2 mm path length 

in the direction of beam propagation.  A 500-mm spectrometer with a 3600 g/mm grating (Acton 

SpectraPro 2500, Princeton Instruments) was used to spectrally resolve the transmitted 230.1 nm 

beam after two-photon excitation of CO. Images of CO fs TP-LIF were collected in the transverse 

direction via one of two mirrors located 50.8 mm from path of the beam. One of the windows in 

the transverse direction was replaced with a stainless-steel metal blank with electrical feed-through 

to facilitate two 25-mm brushless DC fans inside the mixing chamber. This was found to be critical 

to ensure proper mixing and minimize buoyancy effects on gas mixtures with large variations in 

density (such as He and CO). Proper mixing was verified by ensuring constant CO fs TP-LIF 

images over a period of 3 hours for a mixture of He and CO (94%:6% by vol.). Prior to each 
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measurement, the mixing chamber was purged multiple times with buffer gas and then filled with 

pure CO or a CO-buffer gas mixture based on the law of partial pressures. The pressure in the 

mixing chamber was monitored by a pressure transducer (GE UNIK 0-68 atm, ±0.027 atm 

uncertainty) sampling at 1 kHz.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 a) Simplified energy level diagram for CO fs TP-LIF showing the excitation at 230.1 
nm. The dashed line represents the ionization potential, b) schematic diagram of the 

experimental set-up for CO fs TP-LIF in a mixing chamber. 

(b) 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Irradiance limitation at the window 

Since the length of the mixing chamber is one-half that of the high-pressure combustion vessel in 

the direction of the beam propagation, the irradiance was much higher at the widow using the same 

sheet forming optics as for the combustion vessel. As this can significantly affect the TP-LIF signal, 

the size of the beam should be optimized at the entrance window to avoid multiphoton absorption 

and degradation of the excitation laser beam. As shown in Figure 3.2 both the thickness of the 

window and the irradiance of the laser beam at the window influences the spectral broadening and 

the peak irradiance available at the probe volume. High irradiance at the window caused the laser 

beam spectrum to deviate from its Gaussian nature towards a top-hat profile. Hence for 

experiments in the mixing chamber, a f = +150 mm cylindrical lens was used. This optical setup 

produced a laser sheet that was 7 mm high and 120 μm thick at the probe volume, and the laser 

energy was adjusted to provide the same peak irradiance as the previous sheet forming optics.  This 

arrangement reduced the irradiance at the window by factor of ~4, thus minimizing the non-linear 

effects from the window. 

 

Figure 3.2 Trends showing the effects of multiphoton absorption and degradation of the UV 
excitation beam for different window transmission configurations. 
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3.3.2 Pressure scaling of CO fs TP-LIF 

The dependence of CO fs TP-LIF signal on pressure was investigated both in a CH4–Air Hencken 

burner flame for a fuel-rich equivalence ratio of Φ = 1.3 (CO mole fraction 6%) and in a mixing 

chamber filled with various combinations of CO-buffer gas mixtures.  At each pressure, 200 

single-laser-shot TP-LIF images were collected and averaged. The background-corrected, 

normalized CO fs TP-LIF data are shown in Figure 3.3. The position of maximum signal shifted 

approximately 1.7 mm away from the focusing lens with an increase in pressure from 1 to 20 atm, 

likely caused by a change in refractive index of the gas media with increasing pressure. This 

variation in the location of maximum signal was accounted for by analyzing the data with a 

MATLAB script which finds the position of peak-signal for each dataset.  Evaluation of the scaling 

of CO fs TP-LIF signal with pressure showed a strong decay even though the excitation irradiance 

was maintained at ~1.7×1010 W/cm2, where photolytic interferences and perturbation due to 

photoionization were shown to be minimal at atmospheric conditions [33, 141]. The signal 

decreases by 90% in flame when the total pressure rises to 12 atm (see  Figure 3.3a). A similar but 

slightly lower decay with pressure was observed in a mixture of 6% CO and 94% N2 (See  Figure 

3.3b). In this case CO fs TP- LIF signal decreases by 90% as the pressure rises to 20 atm. The 

signal, however, decays at a much slower rate as the same experiment was conducted in a mixture 

of 2% CO and 98% N2. Considering the effect of changing refracting index which would increase 

the beam waist with pressure, hence decrease the CO fs TP-LIF signal by virtue of IL
2 dependency, 

the reduction in fs TP-LIF signal because of this reason can be calculated as less than 3% from 1 

to 20 atm. And, could not explain the strong nonlinearity in the signal. To evaluate the source of 

this decay we systematically examined different perturbation mechanism that might contribute at 

higher pressures, as discussed in the following sections. 

3.3.3 Effects of quenching  

Variations of the CO fs TP-LIF signal as a function of pressure in different buffer gas mixtures 

was measured to investigate the effects of several colliding partners. 200 single-laser-shot images 

were collected at different pressures and for various pairs of collisional partners chosen from CO, 

CO2, N2, and He, and the average TP-LIF signals are shown in Figure 3.4. In the first case the 

chamber was filled with a mixture of CO (6 %) and He (94%), where helium has the 
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Figure 3.3 CO fs TP-LIF signal as a function of pressure in (a) Φ= 1.3 CH4-Air flame stabilized 
in a Hencken burner. (b) mixtures of CO and N2. Laser irradiance was ~1.7×1010 W/cm2 

measured at 1 atm. Error bar represents ±σ. 

 

smallest quenching cross-section of the different quenchers. For the second case, the chamber was 

filled with CO (6%), CO2 (5%), N2 (65%), and He (24%). These mole fractions represent the 

corresponding mole fractions for CO, CO2, and N2 in a methane–air flame for Φ=1.3. It was found 

that irrespective of the quenchers the signal decays in a similar fashion (slightly slower for the 

CO+He case). However, the absolute signal levels in the case with CO+CO2+N2+He are an order 

of magnitude lower (red points in  Figure 3.4). Settersten et al. reported species- and temperature-

dependent cross-sections for the quenching of fluorescence from the B1Σ+ state of CO for all major 

quenchers [127]. Using the reported cross-section values of CO2 and N2, quenching corrections 

were applied to the TP-LIF signal for the mixture of CO+CO2+N2+He. The corrected signal 
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approximately matches the absolute signal for the case of CO+He (slight discrepancy can be 

attributed to uncertainty associated with the reported quenching cross-sections and instantaneous 

mole fraction of CO and different colliding partners for different experiments) but the corrections 

have no effect on the pressure-dependent decay of the signal. Given the theoretical expectation 

from Eq. 3.2 that the effects of increasing number density and quenching should make the CO TP-

LIF signal independent of pressure, and the fact that quenching corrections do not alter the non-

linear pressure dependence of the TP-LIF signal, a different explanation must be found for this 

non-linear dependence.  

 

Figure 3.4 CO fs TP-LIF signal as a function of pressure in a mixing chamber for CO with 
different collision partners at a laser irradiance of ~1.7×1010 W/cm2 at 1 atm.  Quenching 

corrected data for the case of CO (6%), CO2 (5%), N2 (65%), and He (24%) use the same scale 
on the left as for the case of CO (6%) and He (94%). The uncorrected data use the scale on the 

right. Error bars represent ±σ.  

3.3.4 Forward lasing 

Forward and backward lasing induced by two-photon laser excitation could act as a potential de-

excitation pathway in the measurement of CO fs TP-LIF [120]. Recently fs two-photon-excited 

backward lasing was demonstrated for atomic hydrogen in an atmospheric-pressure flame [142]. 

In the presence of this de-excitation mechanism the signal in the direction of laser (i.e., forward 

lasing + LIF) could be an order of magnitude higher than the signal transverse to the beam path 

(i.e., only LIF). To investigate this effect, we collected images of the signal in both directions while 

the mixing chamber was filled with CO (6%) and N2 (94%). The same collection optics were used 

for both measurements. A 266 nm long-pass filter was used to block the laser while imaging along 
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the laser path. As the point of view is different in the forward and transverse directions, the total 

signal collected in the camera sensor was used and shown in Figure 3.5. Very similar pressure 

scaling was found both in the forward and transverse directions, and the order of magnitudes of 

the signals are similar for various pressures. Slight discrepancies could be attributed to two image 

collection directions (line of sight vs. transverse imaging). Hence forward lasing at higher pressure 

could not explain the significant non-linear decay of CO fs TP-LIF signal with pressure. 

 

Figure 3.5 CO fs TP-LIF signal at varying pressure from two different point of imaging. In the 
presence of forward lasing, signal along the beam path is expected to be much higher than the 
signal transverse to the beam path. Total signal accumulated on the camera is plotted. Laser 

irradiance was ~1.7×1010 W/cm2 at 1 atm. 

3.3.5 Absorption of the excitation laser beam  

Attenuation of the source laser by optical absorption from major species and scattering losses in 

high-pressure environments can reduce the transmission of UV light and the peak irradiance 

available at the probe volume. As it was not feasible to measure the laser energy directly at the 

focal volume in high-pressure experiments, a spectrometer was placed at the end of the mixing 

chamber and was used to measure the emitted unfocused UV beam spectrum with an ICCD.  

Figure 3.6a shows the spectrometer trace of the unfocused transmitted UV beam used for 

excitation of CO fs TP-LIF at different pressures. 200 single-laser-shot spectra were collected, and 

averaged data are shown in the figure. The mixing chamber contained CO (6%) and N2 (94%). 

The change in the area under the curve of this spectrum with pressure directly related to the losses 

in the mixing chamber, and when normalized with respect to the atmospheric data, can be used as 
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a measure of attenuation of the excitation laser in the test cell, and are shown in Figure 3.6b. It is 

clearly seen from the figure that as the pressure rises to 20 atm, almost 20% of the laser energy is 

attenuated. As the gas medium becomes increasingly opaque for UV radiation at high pressures, 

considerably less laser irradiance is available in the probe volume, and corrections would be 

needed to account for this effect.  

This effect is exacerbated in flames where other major species such as CO2, H2O etc. can 

contribute significantly to this process. In a similar experiment (discussed in sub-section 4.3.6 ), it 

was found that almost 40% of the input energy is attenuated in an H2/Air Hencken burner flame at 

a pressure of 10 atm [143]. Another reason for an increase in the attenuation of the UV beam at 

flame conditions is that the UV broadband absorption cross-section of major flame species such 

as CO2 and H2O can be an order of magnitude higher at high temperatures [144]. As described 

earlier in Eq. 3.1, the CO TP-LIF signals scale with IL
2, and as the irradiance available at the probe 

volume decreases with pressure, it will affect the TP-LIF signal nonlinearly. Hence, the nonlinear 

decay of the CO TP-LIF with pressure can be attributed, in part, to attenuation of the UV excitation 

laser irradiance with pressure, as shown in Figure 3.3. A correction factor for this effect would 

need to consider the path length through the flame and the local flame conditions. For the current 

non-reacting mixing chamber experiments, this effect accounts for only about 20% of the drop in 

the TP-LIF signal at 20 atm, and additional loss mechanisms are investigated, as discussed below. 

3.3.6 Photoionization 

As laser attenuation cannot explain entirely the nonlinear drop in the CO TP-LIF signal with 

pressure, additional spectroscopic investigation was conducted by collecting the spectra of the 

230.1 nm beam with two-photon absorption (focused beam) and without two-photon absorption 

(unfocused beam). Figure 3.7a shows the spectrometer traces of the unfocused and focused 230.1 

nm beams after passing through the mixing chamber with CO (6%) and N2 (94%) at 1.4 atm. The 

laser irradiance at the probe volume was ~1.7×1010 W/cm2 for the focused beam at atmospheric 

pressure. 200 single-laser-shot spectra were collected, and averaged data are presented in the figure.  

In a two-photon absorption process, it is expected that different photon-pairs across the 

entire spectral bandwidth of the FTL fs excitation pulse would be absorbed by the probed molecule  
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Figure 3.6 Attenuation of the UV laser in the mixing chamber at different pressures. (a) Spectra 
of the transmitted unfocused 230.1 nm beam from the mixing chamber filled with CO (6%) and 
N2 (94%). (b) Normalized area under the curve. Almost 20% of the input energy is lost in the 

chamber as the pressure rises to 20 atm. For pressure scaling of CO fs TP-LIF signal, a 
correction factor was introduced from this experiment. 

 

such that an absorption dip would not appear in the transmitted beam spectrum. This is the case 

near atmospheric pressure for the unfocused beam, but as shown in Figure 3.7a the transmitted 

beam spectrum is altered slightly for the case of a focused beam. This alteration of the transmitted 

focused beam spectrum is more apparent at higher pressures, as shown in  Figure 3.7b, where 

distinctive single-photon absorption features appear near 230 nm (see dashed arrows). It is 

apparent that the intensities of these absorption features increase with pressure at a fixed CO mole 

fraction. However, at a fixed number density of CO (NCO), the intensities of these feature are nearly  
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Figure 3.7 Spectra of transmitted 230.1 nm beam after two-photon absorption in the mixing 
chamber containing CO and N2 at different conditions: (a) At atmospheric conditions 

approximately ideal two-photon absorption can be seen from the unfocused beam without two-
photon absorption (red) and focused beam with two-photon absorption (grey). Laser irradiance 

of the focused beam was ~1.7×1010 W/cm2 at 1 atm. (b) Varying pressure, fixed CO mole 
fraction of 6%. As the pressure increases certain absorption features can be seen in the spectrum. 
(c) Fixed NCO, and varying pressure. The intensity of the features is independent of pressure. (d) 

Varying laser irradiance at 20 atm. Intensity of the feature increases with laser irradiance. (e) 
Detuning the laser off two-photon resonance eliminates this feature at any pressure (shown for 
20 atm). (f) Transmitted focused beam at 2% CO, with perturbing absorption features nearly 

eliminated. Arrows indicate absorption features from a 2+1 photoionization process. 
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independent of pressure (Figure 3.7c). Figure 3.7d shows that as the laser irradiance  goes  up  at  

a fixed pressure, the intensities of the absorption feature also go up. Detuning the laser to CO 

B1Σ+←←Χ1Σ+ off-resonance eliminates the feature (Figure 3.7e). Moreover, by reducing the CO 

mole fraction from 6% to 2% with a balance of N2, the presence of this perturbing effect is minimal 

even up to ~20 atm (see Figure 3.7f). This is consistent with the much slower decay of the CO fs 

TP-LIF signal with pressure for 2% CO versus 6% CO with a balance of N2, as shown previously 

in Figure 3.3b.  The spectral characteristics of these absorption features are consistent with the 

excited state CO undergoing Χ2Σ+←←B1Σ+ 2+1 resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization 

(REMPI), as shown in Figure 3.1a. Teodoro et al. even showed the possibility of a B2Σ+←←Χ2Σ+ 

transition (see Figure 3.1a)  of ground state CO+ by a doubly resonant pair of two-photon processes 

using a ps-laser [145]. Based on these observations, the presence of 2+1 photoionization was 

verified using a Rayleigh microwave scattering (RMS) technique [146, 147]. Nonetheless, it can 

be concluded that as the NCO is increasing with pressure and the population of the exited electronic 

state increases, TP-LIF becomes more susceptible to perturbation by the 2+1 photoionization 

process. This addresses the second and potentially more significant cause of the nonlinear decay 

of CO fs TP-LIF with pressure. As such, careful experimental design is necessary to circumvent 

this perturbation mechanism so that this effect is minimized at high number densities.  

3.3.7 Interference-minimized pressure scaling  

Finally, the onset of photoionization was investigated by changing the laser energy and analyzing 

the transmitted 230.1 nm in a mixture of CO (6%) and N2 (94%) (see Figure 3.8). The 2+1 

photoionization feature was monitored for different laser irradiances. The solid line is the 

transmitted laser beam for a fluence of ~6x109 W/cm2 at 1 atm. The shape of this focused 

transmitted spectrum is identical for pressures up to 20 atm (dashed line in Figure 3.8) for the 

mixture of CO (6%) and N2 (94%). Moreover, the data in Figure 3.9a at a fluence ~6x109 W/cm2 

for 6% CO do not show a highly nonlinear drop in the CO fs TP-LIF signal with pressure up to 20 

atm, which is in contrast with the  case of ~1.7x1010 W/cm2  shown previously in Figure 3.3b and 

as reported by Wang et al. [140]. However, the pressure scaling is similar between the high- and 

low-fluence cases in Figure 3.3b and Figure 3.9a, respectively. 
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Figure 3.8 Spectra of transmitted 230.1 nm focused beam after two-photon absorption in the 
mixing chamber containing CO (6%) and N2 (94%) measured at the upper limit atmospheric 

pressure laser irradiance of 6×109 W/cm2. The 2+1 photoionization absorption feature is absent 
over the pressure range of 1–20 atm at this irradiance.  

 

These trends are consistent with the loss mechanism due to 2+1 photoionization being 

minimized at lower fluence and at high CO concentrations. Applying a correction for attenuation 

of the UV light by the gas medium, it is found for the case of 6% CO that the corrected fs TP-LIF 

signal at 20 atm is still ~25% lower than that at atmospheric pressure (see Figure 3.9b), which 

implies that additional loss mechanisms are still present. One such loss mechanism was coined in 

sub-section 3.3.2 as the change in refractive index with pressure caused ~3% loss in TP-LIF signal 

from 1-20 atm. Moreover, we tuned the OPA to different CO B1Σ+→→ A1Π emission wavelengths 

and passed the beam through the mixing chamber filled with test gases to check for radiation 

trapping with pressure. It is estimated that the loss in the CO fs TP-LIF signal due to radiation 

trapping varies by less than ~3% from 1-20 atm. We can furthermore conclude that while some 

2+1 photoionization may be present at low fluence, the spectral lineshape of the transmitted beam 

at 20 atm in Figure 3.8 implies that this effect is also relatively small. Based on the data in Figure 

3.7a, however, it is clear that a correction for absorption using the unfocused beam does not 

account for the higher two-photon absorption and more severe reduction in the laser irradiance that 

would occur at the probe volume for the case of the focused beam. Unfortunately, the reported  

two-photon absorption cross-section in literature varies by 1–3 orders of magnitude [134, 148, 

149], and there is little  data available in this pressure range. Furthermore, the beam focusing 

characteristics would complicate a two-photon absorption correction even if the cross-sections are 
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Figure 3.9 CO fs TP-LIF signal at various pressures and (a) varying CO mole fractions. (b) CO 
fs TP-LIF signal corrected for the actual irradiance available at the probe volume for a mixture of 

CO (6%) and N2 (94%) as estimated from measurements of the transmitted laser energy. Laser 
irradiance at the probe volume was ~6×109 W/cm2 at atmospheric pressure. 

 

known.  Hence, the inability to measure the actual irradiance at the probe volume for the case of a 

focused beam at high pressure is a remaining source of uncertainty in the pressure scaling of CO 

fs TP-LIF and merits further investigation that is beyond the scope of this work.  

3.4 Conclusions 

In summary, potential loss mechanisms for CO fs TP-LIF were investigated for pressures from 1 

to 20 atm to cover CO number densities that are relevant for practical high-pressure combustion 

systems. Initial measurements were conducted in a CH4/Air calibration burner and a mixing 

chamber at elevated pressures, both showing a significant drop-in CO fs TP-LIF signals with 

(a) 

(b) 
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pressure. Detailed measurements were then conducted in the mixing chamber filled with different 

volume fractions of CO and other buffer gases.  

After eliminating the effects of nonlinearities at the test cell windows, collisional quenching, 

and forward lasing, it was found that the nature of pressure scaling of the CO fs TP-LIF signal can 

be attributed primarily to two main factors. First, the attenuation of the source laser at high-

pressure conditions can greatly reduce the actual laser irradiance available at the probe volume 

and, therefore, reduce the TP-LIF signal. Measuring the attenuation using an unfocused beam can 

partially correct for this drop-in irradiance at the probe volume, and further investigation is needed 

to understand the two-photon absorption process in a focused beam. Second, a 2+1 photon 

absorption-based photoionization process exacerbates the CO fs TP-LIF signal decay at elevated 

pressure. As the number density of probed species goes up with pressure, effects of photoionization 

that could be overlooked at atmospheric conditions can become significant at higher pressures due 

to this de-excitation pathway. Analyzing the spectrum of the transmitted beam after the two-photon 

excitation process is important for assessing the impact of 2+1 photoionization at various CO 

number densities and for varying laser irradiance. To avoid the contribution of 2+1 photoionization 

over the full range of experimental conditions, one should find the perturbation free input laser 

irradiance by analyzing the transmitted excitation beam at the highest number density to be 

attained in a given experiment (in this case at highest pressure) and using the same irradiance 

through the entire experiment. It is suggested that at a pressure of 20 atm, a temperature of 300 K, 

and with a CO mole fraction of 6%, the laser irradiance should not exceed ~6×109 W/cm2 to avoid 

significant contributions from multiphoton loss mechanisms. At flame temperatures, lower number 

densities may allow higher laser irradiance to avoid 2+1 photoionization while ensuring sufficient 

signals using standard detection schemes.  
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 QUANTITATIVE FEMTOSECOND, TWO-PHOTON LASER-
INDUCED FLUORESCENCE OF ATOMIC OXYGEN IN HIGH-

PRESSURE FLAMES  

Modified from a paper published in Applied Optics 58, 1984-1990 (2019). 
 K. Arafat Rahman, Venkat Athmanathan, Mikhail N. Slipchenko, Sukesh Roy, Zhili Zhang, and 

Terrence R. Meyer 

 

Quantitative femtosecond two-photon laser-induced fluorescence of atomic oxygen was 

demonstrated in an H2/Air flame at pressures up to 10 atm. Femtosecond excitation at 226.1 nm 

was used to pump the 3p3PJ’=0,1,2←←2p3PJ”=0,1,2 electronic transition of atomic oxygen. 

Contributions from multiphoton de-excitation, production of atomic oxygen and photolytic 

interferences were investigated and minimized by limiting the laser irradiance to ~1011 W/cm2. 

Quantitative agreement was achieved with the theoretical equilibrium mole fraction of atomic 

oxygen over a wide range of fuel-air ratios and pressures in an H2/Air laminar calibration burner. 

4.1 Introduction 

The measurement of highly reactive radical species is of fundamental importance since they play 

critical role in flame and plasma chemistry [150, 151]. Atomic oxygen (O) is particularly important 

as it is a key intermediate species in chain-branching reactions [152], nitric oxide (NO) formation 

[153], and plasma energy transfer processes [154, 155]. Quantitative measurements of atomic 

oxygen in flames at elevated pressures are important for developing a better understanding of 

combustion processes at relevant operating conditions.  

Raman spectroscopy [156] and Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) [157] have 

been used for measurement of atomic oxygen in flames with a detection limit of 1%. However, 

sensitivity limits and spectral interferences have prevented further development of these 

techniques for atomic flame species detection. Radar resonance enhance multi-photon ionization 

(REMPI) has been successfully applied in flames for measurement of absolute atomic oxygen 

concentrations, although disagreement with equilibrium predictions at fuel lean and rich conditions 

resulted from  susceptibility to background ionization and photolytic interferences [158].  
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The most commonly used scheme for two-photon transitions of the ground electronic state 

of O involves excitation at 226 nm of 3p3PJ’=0,1,2←←2p3PJ”=0,1,2, followed by fluorescence at 845 

nm from 3p3PJ’=0,1,2→→3s3S decay. The simplified energy level diagram for this scheme is shown 

in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Energy level diagram of the 3p3PJ’=0,1,2←←2p3PJ”=0,1,2 atomic oxygen transition 
excited at 226 nm. Inset shows multiple in-phase photon-pairs in the broadband fs excitation 

pulse contributing to the resonant transition. 

 

In this work, we investigate the use of fs TP-LIF for quantitative measurement of O atoms 

in a high-pressure calibration flame with known equilibrium mole fractions. The inherently lower 

equilibrium number density of O atoms at high-pressures and spatial constrains on collection optics 

in windowed test rigs limit signal levels relative to the substantial increase in background flame 

luminosity. Meanwhile, potential interferences limit the laser excitation energies that can be 

delivered to the probe volume. The high irradiance of fs pulses can cause several known de-

excitation mechanisms of the excited state or trigger laser induced generation of O atoms in the 

flame, which could prevent quantitative accuracy over the full range of conditions. The main 

interference sources for fs O-atom TP-LIF are: (1) 2+1 photoionization of the excited-state O atom 

[159], (2) laser generated O atoms from O2 and CO2 [160, 161], (3) rapid predissociation to O 
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atoms after single-photon excitation of O2 Schumann-Runge bands [162], and  (4) stimulated 

emission [142, 163].  

In this work we explored multiple strategies to circumvent the aforementioned interference 

sources and achieve quantitative accuracy at high-pressure flame conditions over a range of fuel-

air ratios. A steady laminar H2/Air calibration flame was operated in a windowed pressure vessel 

to enable comparisons with known equilibrium O-atom mole fractions. Furthermore, we 

investigated the dependence on laser wavelength, irradiance, and quenching rates at pressures up 

to 10 atm, where the background flame luminosity increases significantly. 

4.2 Experimental Apparatus 

A regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Solstice Ace; Spectra Physics, Inc.) was used 

as the fs-laser source. The 7.2-mJ/pulse output of the laser at 800 nm and 1 kHz repetition rate 

with a pulsewidth of 100 fs full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) was then split into two beams 

of 4.3 mJ and 2.9 mJ. An optical parametric amplifier (OPA) was pumped by the 4.3 mJ beam, 

which produces a signal beam at 1259.33 nm (TOPAS Prime; Coherent, Inc). The 1259.33 nm 

output of the OPA was then frequency doubled twice to convert the beam to 314.83 nm (NirUVs; 

Coherent, Inc), followed by sum-frequency mixing of the 314.83 nm beam with the fundamental 

800 nm beam to produce 40 µJ/pulse at 226 nm. Multiple 45° dielectric mirrors were then used to 

eliminate the residual energy from the OPA and to route the 226 nm beam to the high-pressure 

combustion test rig (see Figure 4.2). One of the dielectric mirrors was replaced by a 50/50 beam 

splitter, and the transmitted beam was monitored continuously to check for the fluctuation of laser 

irradiance during the experiments. A +300 mm spherical lens was used to focus the beam into the 

high-pressure combustion chamber, producing a focal volume of ~230 µm diameter and ~2.5 mm 

length to excite 3p3P←←2p3P two-photon transitions of atomic oxygen. Optical access to the test 

rig was provided through three 25.4 mm UV-fused silica windows (Corning 7979) purged by N2 

to prevent water condensation. The size of the beam at the entrance of the window and the window 

material were optimally chosen to minimize multiphoton absorption and degradation of the high 

peak irradiance fs-laser pulse at the window. A premixed H2/Air flame was stabilized over a 25.4 

× 25.4 mm Hencken calibration burner, which produced a steady, laminar flow of nearly adiabatic 

equilibrium  flame products over a wide range of equivalence ratios (ф) [137, 138]. Two 50 mm 

diameter spectral filters were used in combination (Semrock FF01-840/12 and FF01-850/10) with 
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an effective transmission window of 2 nm (>93% transmission) to spectrally separate the 

3p3P→→3s3S fluorescence signal at 845 nm. The florescence images were recorded by the 

combination of an image intensifier (IRO; LaVision GmbH) and EMCCD camera (Newton 970; 

Andor Tech.) to enable high efficiency single-laser-shot and averaged detection of O fs TP-LIF 

signal. The collection optics were comprised of an uncoated +60 mm focal length spherical lens 

(placed inside the pressure vessel to maximize the collection angle) and an 85 mm, f/1.4 Nikon 

camera lens arranged in a conjugate configuration to collect and focus the fluorescence signal onto 

the intensifier. The introduction of collection optics inside the test rig instead of using the camera 

lens alone enabled a factor of two increase in signal-noise-ratio (SNR). Images were collected at 

10 mm above the burner surface.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Experimental setup of the fs laser, spectrometer, and imaging system for atomic O fs 
TP-LIF. 
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The fluorescence signal for O fs TP-LIF can be expressed as 

 (2) 223
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where C includes all experimental constants for calculating fluorescence collection efficiency; No 

is the number density of atomic oxygen in ground electronic state; σ(2) represents two-photon 

absorption cross section [164]; A23 is the spontaneous emission rate of the excited electronic state 

(State 2 in Figure 4.1) ; A2 is total spontaneous   emission rate of excited electronic state [165]; P 

is the predissociation rate; σi is the photoionization cross section [164]; Q2 is the quenching rate 

[166, 167]; hυ is the photon energy of the laser; IL is the laser irradiance; and V is the detection 

volume. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Effects of excitation wavelength 

The dependence of atomic oxygen fs TP-LIF signal on excitation wavelength was investigated by 

scanning the OPA near 3p3PJ’=0,1,2←←2p3PJ”=0,1,2 transition at two different pressures (1 and 5 atm) 

in the H2/Air Hencken burner flame at ф = 0.95. An intensifier gain of 60% with 100 ns gate and 

EM gain of 70% were used.  700 shots were accumulated on the imaging system and a set 100 

such images were collected at each wavelength, with the normalized TP-LIF signal shown in  

Figure 4.3. Note that the bandwidth of the excitation pulse at 1 and 5 atm pressure was found to 

be 1.05 and 1.01 nm FWHM respectively. The lower 2p3PJ and upper 3p3PJ states of atomic oxygen 

are divided into three levels with orbital angular quantum number J = 0, 1, 2 [168]. The upper 

levels spacing are much closer than the laser bandwidth, but the lower states have an energy 

spacing (see Figure 4.3) corresponding to J'←J" TP-LIF excitation wavelengths of 225.655 nm (0-

0), 226.058 nm(1-1), and 226.233 nm (2-2). At flame temperatures, more than 90% of the ground 

level atomic oxygen population resides in the J"= 1,2 states [160]. Hence, the TP-LIF signal at 

both pressures peaks near 226.1 nm implying more efficient excitation of the J"= 1,2 states. From 

Figure 4.3, it is also evident that the effects of pressure dependent absorption line broadening and 

shifting, major challenges for ns-laser excitation [169], are minimized by the transform-limited 

nature of the broadband fs pulse.  
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Figure 4.3 Atomic oxygen TP-LIF signal dependence on the laser excitation wavelength at 1 and 
5 atm showing normalized experimental data (symbols) with a Gaussian fit (line) at 1 and 5 atm. 

Laser energy was 5 µJ/pulse. Error bars represent ±σ. 

4.3.2 Dependence of o fs TP-LIF signal on laser irradiance 

In the absence of any perturbing effects, the TP-LIF signal should follow a quadratic relationship 

with the laser irradiance (STP-LIF ∝ IL
m=2), as evident from Eq. 4.1. However, photolysis and 2+1 

photon-ionization can significantly perturb the fs O-atom TP-LIF signal by photochemical 

production of O atoms and ionization of the excited-state population. The former leads to 

irradiance dependency with m > 2, while the latter causes the signal to increase less rapidly with 

laser irradiance, causing an exponent m < 2. As such, dependency of the O-atom TP-LIF signal on 

laser irradiance was investigated at two deferent pressures (1 and 5 atm) at the same equivalence 

ratio of ф = 0.95, as described above. The laser was tuned to 226.1 nm since the O-atom fs TP-

LIF signal maximizes at this wavelength. Three sets of 200 single-shot images were recorded. At 

this condition the O-atom mole fraction in the flame is about 610 and 310 ppm for 1 and 5 atm, 

respectively. The background-corrected, averaged signal and error bars (based on ±σ) are shown 

in Figure 4.4. Near quadratic dependence was found up to 5 µJ/pulse (~1011 W/cm2) at 1 atm 

(within 6%) and 5 atm (within 3%), which is a necessary condition to ensure that the fluorescence 

signal is collected within the limits of validation of Eq. 4.1. Note that at this irradiance and O atom 

number density the effects of stimulated emission are also negligible [31, 142] and were not 

investigated as a perturbing source. This near quadratic dependence does not guarantee a 

completely interference-free measurement, as under certain experimental conditions different 
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interfering mechanisms (both single and multiphoton processes) can occur simultaneously in an 

opposing manner, resulting in a quadratic dependence of the signal.  Thus, additional strategies 

are required to ensure the absence of all perturbing effects, as discussed below. 

 

Figure 4.4 Atomic oxygen TP-LIF signal dependence on the excitation laser energy at 1 and 5 
atm. 5 µJ/pulse corresponds to an irradiance of ~1011 W/cm2. Error bars represent ±σ. 

4.3.3 Interferences from O2 

As CO2 and O2 are the main two sources of photolytic production of O atoms in flames, they 

warrant careful investigation to determine their influence on the feasibility of quantitative 

measurements, especially at elevated pressures where the number density of perturbing sources 

increases. The effect of photolytically produced atomic oxygen from CO2 has been addressed in 

recent publications [31, 33, 141] and beyond the scope of this paper. As mentioned earlier, 

photolytic production of atomic oxygen from O2 mainly stems from two major sources. (1) A laser 

generated plasma in the probe volume can enhance the dissociation of O2 by electrons [170] and 

(2) thermally excited vibrational levels (v">0) in ground electronic states of O2  can undergo single-

photon transition at 226 nm in the Schumann-Runge bands followed by rapid predissociation to 

produce O atoms in the flame [162]. At room temperature the latter cannot be measured [161] and 

is discussed in the next section. To investigate the laser generated O atoms that are contributing to 

the fs TP-LIF signal, we filled the test rig with 100% O2 and observed the O-atom fs TP-LIF signal 

in the probe volume. The data based on 3 sets of 200 single-shot images are shown in  Figure 4.5. 

As collection optics and detection system used here were the same as in Figure 4.4, a comparison 

can be made to determine the relative contribution of this effect to the overall O-atom TP-LIF 
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signal in a flame. With a O2 mole fraction of 1% at ф = 0.95 and lower density at flame 

temperatures, we conclude that laser-generated O-atoms by the creation of plasma constitutes less 

than 1% of the total TP-LIF signal at the reported photoionization-free irradiance ~1011 W/cm2, 

which is well within the measurement uncertainty.   

 

Figure 4.5 O-atom fs TP-LIF signal originating from 100% O2 at room temperature. Based on 
signal levels for 1% O2 mole fractions in  Figure 4.4. laser generated O atoms from O2 account 

for much less than 1% of the TP-LIF signal in a ф = 0.95 flame. 

4.3.4 Quantitative O-atom fs TP-LIF measurement 

To assess the effect of other potential interferences on O-atom fs TP-LIF, from photodissociation 

or other photochemical effects at elevated pressures, such as single-photon excitation of O-atoms 

at flame temperatures, de-excitation by collisional quenching by other equilibrium products, etc., 

a comparison was made between the theoretical equilibrium mole fractions in the calibration 

burner and O-atom fs TP-LIF signals for a range of equivalence ratios. 700 shots were accumulated 

on the imaging system and 100 accumulated images were recorded at various fuel-lean to fuel-rich 

equivalence ratios at 1, 3, and 5 atm. The averaged results for 1 and 5 atm are shown in Figure 

4.6(a-b). It can be seen from these figures that the dependence of the O-atom fs TP-LIF signal is 

in close agreement with the trends expected from theoretical calculations from the NASA CEA 

chemical equilibrium code [171] for a range of equivalence ratios and pressures. Note that excess 

O-atoms that would originate from the excited molecular oxygen in Schumann-Runge bands, as 

described in the previous sub-section, would result in a discrepancy  that  is most  apparent at fuel-

lean  conditions. As  this discrepancy of  ~5%  at  lean conditions are close to the experimental  
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of O mole fractions from equilibrium theory and experimental O-atom fs 
TP-LIF signals at various equivalence ratios for pressures of (a) 1 atm and (b) 5 atm in H2/Air 

Hencken burner flame products. Laser energy was 5 µJ/pulse in probe volume. Error bars 
represent ±σ. (c) Theoretical quenching rates as a function of equivalence ratio assuming 

equilibrium concentrations of major quenching species of the products of H2/Air combustion. 
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uncertainty at low and high pressures, this source of interference is relatively minor. This close 

match was achieved without corrections for species-dependent quenching rates. This implies that 

the variation of collisional quenching rates with changing flame product species mole fractions, 

pressure, and temperature have minimal effects on the relative O-atom fs TP-LIF signals. Hence, 

quantitative measurement of atomic oxygen by fs TP-LIF is possible by proper calibration of the 

signal with a flame with known O-atom concentration, as done in this current work. To support 

this argument, the quenching rate (Q) for atomic oxygen was calculated using collisional cross-

section data available in literature [164, 166, 168]. Note that these quenching cross-sections were 

measured at room temperature, and limited empirical data are available at flame temperatures 

[172]. Frank et al. reported a 1/T dependence of quenching cross sections on temperature in 

measurements of O-atom TP-LIF in a Bunsen flame and achieved good agreement with 

experimental results [167]. These quenching cross sections and 1/T dependence were used to 

compute the quenching rates shown in Figure 4.6c. As shown the figure, the quenching rate varies 

within ~3% at both 1 and 5 atm over an equivalence ratio range from 0.6 to 1.25. This indicates 

that the O-atom mole fraction is a direct function of the O-atom fs TP-LIF signal over the entire 

equivalence ratio range investigated in this work. 

4.3.5 O fs TP-LIF images at high pressure 

Figure 4.7 shows 700 shots accumulated and single-shot images of O fs TP-LIF at different 

pressures in the H2-Air Hencken burner flame at ф= 0.95 using the same 5 µJ/pulse (~1011 W/cm2) 

laser irradiance. The non-uniformity of CH4-air Hencken burner flames at higher (5-10 atm) 

pressures was described in a previous article discussing CO  fs TP-LIF [141]. Due to the much 

higher (~5 times) mass-diffusivity of H2 than CH4, a relatively uniform flame was stabilized in the 

Hencken burner even up to 10 atm in this study. Rather, the major challenge for high-pressure fs 

TP-LIF measurements arise from the increasingly luminous background of the flame, which in 

turn reduces the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) dramatically. Beam steering was also observed with 

increasing pressure, which is of concern in locating the probe volume in turbulent flames. This 

should not affect the current measurements because of the uniformity of the Hencken burner 

combustion products. The maximum SNR achieved in the current measurements was 11 and is an 

improvement over recent O-atom fs TP-LIF measurements at atmospheric pressure [31]. The SNR 

reaches the single-shot detection limit at 6 atm. The improved SNR over prior work can be 
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attributed to the combined use of an intensifier and EMCCD, with further improvements possible 

using a more sensitive intensifier.  The corresponding single-laser-shot detection limit was ~50, 

90, 300 ppm at 1, 3 and 6 atm respectively.  

 

 

Figure 4.7 Accumulation of 700 shots (upper row) and single-shot (lower row) O-atom fs TP-
LIF signals at various pressures. The main flow exit of the Hencken burner was 25.4×25.4 mm. 
Laser beam was approximately 10 mm above the burner surface. Two different scales have been 

used to represent accumulated and single-shot images because of significant variation in 
respective signal levels.     

4.3.6 Pressure scaling of O fs TP-LIF signal 

From Eq. 4.1 it is evident that if no interfering sources are present, the O-atom fs TP-LIF signal 

for constant laser irradiance at the probe volume should follow the following relationship 

 
2 2( )

o
TP LIF

NS Q A     4.2 

As the pressure increases, both No and Q2 go up, but because of decreasing equilibrium mole 

fractions of the O atom with pressure the increase in No doesn’t cancel the decrease in Q2. This 

leads to a decay in the No/Q2+A2 curve with pressure, as shown Figure 4.8. Also, the actual laser 

irradiance available in the probe volume at different pressures might be different than what is 

measured outside the test rig due to laser absorption, and this can reduce the measurement accuracy. 

To compare STP-LIF with No/Q2+A2 at different pressure, therefore, it is important to ensure that the 

laser irradiance remains the same at all conditions. As there is no direct way to measure the laser 

energy inside the high-pressure combustion test cell, a spectrometer (Acton SpectraPro.; Princeton 

Instrument) was placed at the end of the test cell and was used to measure the emitted unfocused 

226 nm beam spectrum with an ICCD (PIMAX4, Princeton Instrument). The area under the curve 

of this spectrum is a function of input energy, energy absorbed by the windows, and path averaged 

loss in the test cell. We found a linear decrease from 5 µJ/pulse to 3 µJ/pulse in the probe volume 
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as the pressure was increased from 1 to 10 atm. The reason for this loss is still unclear but might 

be attributed to increase in absorption of the intense fs laser in the window with pressure, scattering 

by the combustion products inside the test cell, single-photon processes by nearby molecular 

transitions, etc. The corrected O-atom TP-LIF signal for constant laser irradiance at the probe 

volume was plotted against No/Q2+A2 and shown in  Figure 4.8. Both plots were normalized to the 

corresponding atmospheric-pressure value. 700 shots were accumulated for each image and 100 

such images were recorded and averaged for a range of pressures from 1 atm to 10 atm at ф = 0.85. 

The experimental data closely follows the predicted pattern up to 5 atm, beyond which the 

measurements seem to under-predict the theoretical trend. At 10 atm it deviates from the predicted 

atomic oxygen concentration by almost 8%. This discrepancy may be attributed, in part, to the 

uncertainty associated with measurement of laser irradiance that is available in the probe volume 

or increased chemiluminescence of the high-pressure flame limiting the SNR. It is also partly 

attributed to a deviation of the Hencken burner from an adiabatic flame at high pressures.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Fs TP-LIF signal of atomic oxygen and normalized No/Q2+A2 at different pressures in 
a ф= 0.85 H2/Air Hencken burner flame. Both curves are normalized to the corresponding 

atmospheric pressure value. Laser energy of 5 µJ/pulse. Error bar presents ±σ.  
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4.4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the application of fs TP-LIF for the quantitative measurement of atomic 

oxygen in high-pressure flames. Challenges associated with high-pressure application of fs TP-

LIF, such as multiphoton ionization, laser generated flame species, photolytic interferences, 

collisional quenching, background chemiluminescence, laser absorption and beam steering at high 

pressures were also addressed.  It is suggested that the laser irradiance should not exceed ~1011	

W/cm2	to	avoid	multiphoton	de‐excitation	and	photolytic	interference.	Excellent	agreement	

was	found	with	the	theoretical	atomic	oxygen	mole	fraction	for	a	range	of	equivalence	ratios	

ф	 	0.65-1.15 	 and	pressures	 1‐10	 atm ,	 enabling	 quantitative	measurement	 of	 atomic	

oxygen	 in	 realistic	 combustion	 environments.	 A	 maximum	 single‐shot	 SNR	 of	 11	 was	

achieved,	which	can	be	improved	and	potentially	applied	to	kHz‐rate	measurements	using	

burst‐mode	laser	excitation	and	a	high‐speed	intensifier	with	higher	quantum	efficiency	in	

the	near‐infrared	region.			
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 HYBRID fs/ps VIBRATIONAL CARS THERMOMETRY IN HIGH-
PRESSURE FLAMES 

Modified from a paper published in Optics Letters 43, 4911-4914 (2018). 
 Hans U. Stauffer, K. Arafat Rahman, Mikhail N. Slipchenko, Sukesh Roy, James R. Gord, and  

Terrence R. Meyer 

 

Hybrid fs/ps vibrational coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) of nitrogen is reported for 

temperature measurements in high-pressure, laminar H2–air and CH4–air diffusion flames up to 10 

bar. Following coherent Raman excitation by 100-fs-duration pulses, a time-asymmetric probe 

pulse—produced by passing a broadband, fs-duration pulse through a Fabry–Pérot étalon—is used 

to probe the coherence at different probe delays and evaluate the effects of collisions on the 

observed CARS signal. This asymmetric pulse permits detection of spectrally resolved N2 CARS 

signal at the earliest probe delays (pulse peak delay ~200–300 fs), allowing full rejection of non-

resonant contributions while still minimizing the effects of collisions allowing single-shot 

precision of 2%. At these earliest probe delays, observed temperature-dependent signals are 

found to be independent of pressure over the 1–10 bar pressure range and the 1300–2300 K 

temperature range, whereas notable pressure dependence is observed at longer probe-pulse delays, 

becoming more pronounced both with increasing probe-pulse delays and with decreasing 

temperatures, where collision frequencies are higher. 

5.1 Introduction 

In recent years, several variants of femtosecond time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman 

scattering (fs-CARS) have been developed with particular attention paid toward use of these 

approaches for combustion diagnostics [9, 67, 68, 88]. The hybrid femtosecond/picosecond (fs/ps) 

CARS technique [78, 81, 88, 91, 94] has shown particularly great promise for extension toward 

accurate thermometry at elevated pressures, primarily by the simultaneous virtues of a) readily 

assignable, spectrally resolved temperature-dependent features; b) the rejection of background 

nonresonant (NR) contributions; and c) the ability to complete single-laser-shot measurements 

within 1–10 ps to avoid collisional broadening effects that occur at longer timescales [81, 88]. 

Alleviating the need to model collision-dependent effects has been discussed as an important 
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possible benefit of time-resolved CARS approaches [73, 82], particularly since accurate modeling 

of collisions requires knowledge of colliding-partner mixture compositions. Recent fs-CARS work 

has emphasized the potential of vibrational N2 CARS to exhibit pressure-independent behavior at 

early probe delays and at 300 K [73]. However, interference-free, single-laser-shot CARS 

temperature measurements within combusting flows at probe delays where the effects of collisions 

are expected to be negligible have not previously been reported at pressures above 1 bar. 

 In this work, we explore the pressure dependence of hybrid fs/ps vibrational CARS from 

N2 gas in reacting flows. In contrast to rotational hybrid fs/ps CARS, in which single-laser-shot 

conditions at flame temperatures require high-intensity probe pulses [94], this approach can be 

implemented using simple spectrally narrowed probe pulses. A rapid-onset time-asymmetric, ps-

duration probe pulse [81] is used to allow detection at delays as short as 200–300 fs after initial 

Raman excitation from time-overlapped ~100-fs-duration pump and Stokes pulses. This 

configuration allows optimal detection of spectrally resolved CARS signal free from NR 

background while minimizing the dependence on collisional effects. A range of fuel–air ratios are 

investigated in CH4–air and H2–air flames to vary temperature and collisional environment. 

Through careful selection of probe-pulse delay, we demonstrate pressure independence of CARS 

spectra—and therefore extracted best-fit temperatures—over a 1–10 bar pressure range and a 

1300–2300 K temperature range. We also explore the accuracy and precision of such 

measurements at elevated pressures. 

5.2 Experimental set-up for hybrid fs/ps VCARS 

The experimental setup used in this work is depicted schematically in Figure 5.1. The primary 

laser source was a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser (Solstice Ace; Spectra-Physics, Inc.). 

The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of the fundamental laser pulse was ~180 

cm-1 at 800 nm, with a corresponding nearly transform-limited pulse duration of 100 fs. The 

fundamental output was split into 4.3- and 2.9-mJ/pulse beams. The stronger portion pumped an 

optical parametric amplifier (OPA; TOPAS Prime; Light Conversion, Inc.), the output of which 

was subsequently doubled to produce the 675-nm pump pulse. 1-mJ fraction of the weaker portion 

was divided via a half-wave plate and thin-film polarizer into Stokes and probe pulses. A Fabry-

Pérot étalon (TecOptics, FSR = 288 cm-1; finesse   ~109) was inserted into the probe beam path to 

produce a pulse with a time-asymmetric intensity profile exhibiting a rapid ( ~150 fs) temporal 
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onset and a slower exponential decay with a 2-ps time constant [77]. Computer-controlled 

translation stages in the Stokes and probe beam paths were used to delay these pulses with respect 

to the pump pulse. 

 Measurements were made in a high-pressure stainless-steel test cell (see Figure 5.1) at 

pressures ranging from 1 to 10 bar. Optical access was provided via 1"-thick fused-silica windows 

that were purged with nitrogen to avoid coverage from soot and water condensation. A Hencken 

burner was used to produce near-adiabatic, laminar CH4–air flames over a range of fuel–air 

equivalence ratios (φ = 0.8–1.25) to vary the equilibrium product-gas temperature within the probe 

volume. A maximum pressure of 6.6 bar was used for the CH4–air flames to avoid rapid soot 

formation under fuel-rich conditions. Measurements were also made on a fuel-lean (φ = 0.36) H2–

air flame at pressures up to 10 bar to extend the experimental conditions to the worst-case (highest) 

number-density conditions discussed below. The three input CARS beams were arranged with 

parallel polarizations into a folded BOXCARS configuration. A 500-mm focal length lens focused 

the beams to a long probe volume (length ~8 mm, cross-section ~0.1-mm) located 8 mm above 

the burner surface; an identical lens collimated the nascent CARS beam. The pump, Stokes, and 

probe pulse energies at the probe volume were 45 µJ, 230 µJ, and 13 µJ, respectively. The CARS 

signal was spatially isolated, and dichroic mirrors were used to remove background luminosity of 

the high-pressure flame. This signal was spectrally dispersed in a monochromator (SPEX 1000M; 

SPEX Industries Inc.) equipped with a 1200-groove/mm grating and imaged onto a back-

illuminated EMCCD (NewtonEM, Andor); the resultant detection-system dispersion was measured 

to be 1.5 cm-1/pixel. 

5.3 Considerations for CARS data fitting 

Fits to the measured experimental spectra were carried out by modeling the time- and frequency-

dependent CARS signal following the procedure described in a previous publication [99]; these 

fits incorporate a temperature- and pressure-dependent N2 molecular response function, R4(t), as 

well as optical electric fields for the pump, Stokes, and probe pulses determined from measured 

pulse parameters (bandwidth and chirp). Because these experiments included measurements at 

some probe-pulse delays that are long compared to collisional timescales, it was 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of experimental setup, including three-pulse CARS optical configuration 
and high-pressure vessel with Hencken burner flame. 

 

important to include rotational-state-dependent linewidth (i.e., time-dependent decay) behavior 

into the computational simulations. Further, the effects of line mixing have been accounted for in 

these simulations, following the methodology described by Knopp et al. [111, 173] and employed 

in prior pressure-dependent studies [73, 99, 111, 173] at room temperature. It is important to note 

that this prior work demonstrated that optimal matching between experiment and simulation is 

obtained using modified parameterized versions of the Energy Corrected Sudden (ECS) 

approximation toward rotational energy transfer (RET) under room-temperature conditions, 

although such optimal matching to high-pressure (1–5 bar) conditions required modification to the 

empirical parameters associated with these ECS approximations as compared to prior reported 

literature values [111]. Unfortunately, parameterized fits of these modified ECS models to 

linewidths measured at the high temperatures (1000–2500 K) associated with combustion have not 

been reported to date. Thus, we have instead used best-fit empirical parameters associated with a 
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modified exponential gap (MEG) model of RET for N2 self-broadening, obtained via fitting of 

experimental linewidths from 300 K to 2000 K [45]. 

Less obvious in this response function, however, are additional J-dependent effects that 

begin to contribute at longer delays and high pressures associated with the facts that a) low-J N2 

Q-branch transitions generally decay more rapidly than do high-J transitions [45] and b) these low-

J transitions are more closely spaced and, therefore, more susceptible to line-mixing effects [111, 

173]. At sufficiently short delays, however, these two response-function curves are nearly 

indistinguishable. It is this feature that is exploited via the use of the time-asymmetric probe pulse, 

shown as |E(t)| in Figure 5.2a-b and shifted to multiple probe-pulse delays in the experiments 

discussed below. The τ23 = 233 fs delay is selected to be as early as possible while still rejecting 

the impulsive NR contributions that are present only when the time-overlapped pump and Stokes 

pulses are present, whereas τ23 = 32.1 ps corresponds to an approximate probe delay at which 

enhanced temperature sensitivity has been observed over a large range of temperatures by virtue 

of partial recurrences associated with groupings of both low-J and high-J transitions [89]. 

 

Figure 5.2 Time-dependent magnitudes of simulated (a) molecular response functions, R4(t), of 
N2 at T = 1700 K and P = 1.0 and 6.6 bar and (b) probe electric fields at two delays ( 23 = 233 fs 

and 32.1 ps). 
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5.4 Limits of collisional independence 

Hybrid fs/ps CARS measurements were made at a variety of φ, pressures, and probe-pulse delays. 

Figure 5.3 depicts examples of normalized, 1500-laser-shot-averaged spectra at two temperature 

conditions, including φ = 0.36 in a H2–air flame (adiabatic temperature, Tad = 1330 K) and φ = 

0.80 in a CH4–air flame (Tad = 2000 K) and three selected probe-pulse delays (τ23 = 233 fs, 32.1 

ps, and 100 ps). For the φ = 0.36 case, results from P = 1, 4.5, and 10 bar are included, whereas P 

= 1, 3.3, and 6.6 bar results are shown for the φ = 0.80 case. In comparing the CARS signals from 

the two equivalence ratio cases, it is clear that the temperature dependence manifests itself 

primarily in the relative intensities of the features near the bandhead of transitions initiating from 

the ground vibrational state (1 ← 0) and that of the vibrational hot band (2 ← 1). 

 Beyond this temperature dependence, the most striking feature from these results is that 

the spectra observed at the earliest (τ23 = 233 fs) delay exhibit essentially no discernible differences 

in relative intensities of these features at all pressures. This includes the worst-case (highest) 

number-density scenario explored in this work [i.e., high pressure/low temperature shown in 

Figure 5.3a]. Exploration of the pressure dependence at lower temperatures is beyond the scope if 

this current work and will be investigated in future work. It was observed that this early-delay 

signal—where collisional decay is negligible—exhibited the expected N2 dependence of the CARS 

signal on species number density. At the 32.1-ps delay, more notable pressure dependence is 

observed, particularly with reduced intensities in the low-J regions (near the vibrational bandheads) 

relative to the high-J regions with increased pressure. In the lower-temperature case (Tad = 1330 

K), this effect is obvious in comparing all three pressure conditions, whereas it is significantly less 

pronounced at Tad = 2000 K. At the longest probe-pulse delay (τ23 = 100 ps), obvious differences 

in relative peak intensities are observed at all pressures. The effects of collisional decay at long 

probe-pulse delays are further manifested in the relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

observed at τ23 = 100 ps and P = 10 bar [Figure 5.3e], in spite of the N2 signal dependence observed 

at collision-independent conditions. 

5.5 Temperature accuracy and precision 

The temperature accuracy and precision of single-laser-shot hybrid fs/ps CARS measurements 

were explored at all measured φ, P, and τ23 conditions. Example results from these single-shot 
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measurements are depicted in Figure 5.4. Comparisons between selected single-shot spectra and 

the best-fit simulations used to extract temperature for three pressure conditions at φ = 0.8 are 

shown in Figure 5.4a–c for τ23 = 233 fs and Figure 5.4e–g for τ23 =32.1 ps. Also included as insets 

are probability density function histograms associated with 1500 single-laser-shot fits.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Normalized averaged (1500 laser shots) experimental CARS spectra at several P and 
23. Panels (a), (c), and (e): spectra from H2–air flames at fuel:air equivalence ratio, φ = 0.36 and 

P = 1, 4.5, and 10 bar. Panels (b), (d), and (f): spectra from CH4–air flames at φ = 0.8 and P = 1, 
3.3, and 6.6 bar. Probe-pulse delays include 233 fs [panels (a) and (b)], 32.1 ps [panels (c) and 

(d)], and 100 ps [panels (e) and (f)]. Dashed vertical lines: positions of (2 ← 1) and (1 ← 0) 
vibrational bandheads. 
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Figure 5.4 Pressure-dependent single-laser-shot results for τ23 = 233 fs for CH4–air flame, φ = 
0.8. Panels (a)–(c): example single-shot spectra at three pressures (1, 3.3, and 6.6 bar, 

respectively) and corresponding best-fit simulations at denoted temperature. Inset histograms 
depict probability densities for 1500 laser shots. Panel (d): statistical average of best-fit T (1500 

single-shot spectra) at τ23 = 233 fs and several values of φ for these three pressures. Error bars (1-
σ) are included for φ = 1.25; comparable relative magnitudes are observed at all φ (excluded for 

clarity). Calculated Tad denoted by vertical dashed curves. 
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At both delays, the 1-bar results exhibit poorer precision (relative standard deviation, σ, of 

~4.4%) than prior hybrid fs/ps CARS work (~2.2%) under similar conditions [77, 88], likely 

resulting from sub-optimal matching of the focal points of the three CARS beams. However, by 

virtue of the N2 CARS-signal dependence, the SNR improves significantly at elevated pressures, 

resulting in excellent precisions (1.2–2.2%) at all measured temperatures. 

The corresponding accuracies of measured temperature as compared to Tad are shown in  

Figure 5.4d and Figure 5.4h for CH4–air flames and φ = 0.8–1.25. Under fuel-lean conditions at 

all pressures and at φ = 1.05 at 1 bar, observed accuracies [|(Tavg. – Tad)/Tad|] are within 2% of the 

adiabatic temperature for the shortest delay. The accuracies are generally poorer for 23 = 32.1 ps, 

with simulated temperatures underestimating the adiabatic temperature by 4–6%; this systematic 

underestimation of temperature at longer probe delays has been observed previously at 

atmospheric pressure [77] under constraints where a single set of fit parameters is used to fit hybrid 

fs/ps CARS results at both short (≤ 1 ps) and long (~30 ps) probe delays. Under fuel-rich conditions, 

the 1-bar results for 23 = 233 fs also exhibit some overestimation of the adiabatic temperature; 

however, this overestimation is within the relatively large error bars associated with the 1-bar 

results, and similar high- temperature results have been observed previously in CARS 

measurements under fuel-rich conditions [77, 174]. More notable deviation from Tad, however, is 

observed under fuel-rich conditions at elevated pressures, with best-fit temperatures deviating 

beyond the measured error bars below Tad at pressures above 1 bar. These low-temperature 

deviations result from notably reduced ratios of intensities associated with the vibrational hot band 

(2 ← 1) features relative to those of the (1 ← 0) band at elevated pressures, and this behavior is 

also observed at longer probe delays, including τ23 = 32.1 ps. Such behavior is inconsistent with 

poor fits resulting purely from collisional effects since similar collisional effects are not observed 

under lean conditions, where collision frequencies are comparable to or greater than those expected 

under fuel-rich conditions Instead, it is anticipated that the actual flame temperatures in this type 

of burner are lower than the predicted equilibrium values under fuel-rich conditions and elevated 

pressures as a result of increased radiative losses from soot production and reduced flame lift-off 

from the Hencken burner surface, which increases conductive heat-transfer losses under these 

experimental conditions [175]. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated hybrid fs/ps vibrational CARS measurements of N2 in a 

combusting flow operating at elevated pressures (1–10 bar). Although pressure dependent 

behavior is observed at longer probe-pulse delays (τ23 > 30 ps), particularly at reduced 

temperatures where species number densities are largest, the effects of collisions can be avoided 

by using early τ23 ~ 200–300-fs probe-pulse delays, facilitated by the use of a time-asymmetric 

probe pulse. Corresponding measured temperatures exhibit excellent accuracies and precisions—

comparable to those observed previously for 1-bar combusting flows—particularly at elevated 

pressures. 
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 FLEXIBLE CHIRP-FREE PROBE PULSE AMPLIFICATION FOR kHz 
fs-ps ROTATIONAL COHERENT ANTI-STOKES RAMAN 

SCATTERING 

Modified from a paper accepted with minor revisions 
K. Arafat Rahman, Erik L. Braun, Mikhail N. Slipchenko, Sukesh Roy, and 

Terrence R. Meyer 

 

The sensitivity of high-repetition-rate hybrid fs/ps rotational coherent anti-Stokes Raman 

scattering (RCARS) is strongly influenced by the energy available for the ps probe pulse. In this 

work, a high-energy ps probe pulse that is time-synchronized with the fs pump/Stokes pulse is 

achieved by using a diode-pumped Nd:YAG amplifier seeded at 1064.4 nm by the output of a fs 

optical parametric amplifier. Nearly transform-limited, 10 ps pulses with up to 800 µJ/pulse and 

bandwidth of 1.9 cm-1 were generated at the second harmonic 532.2 nm and used for kHz-rate 

fs/ps RCARS thermometry up to 2400 K with accuracies of 1-2%. We furthermore demonstrate 

amplification of variable pulsewidths for flexible single-mode (chirp-free) RCARS signal 

generation. 

6.1 Motivation 

Until now, the two exemplary methods for the single-laser approach to hybrid fs/ps CARS have 

been the 4-f pulse shaper, with excellent spectral resolution but low energy throughput, and the 

SHBC, with high energy yield but limited spectral bandwidth selectivity and more complicated 

modeling of the CARS spectra. In this work, we demonstrate spectral filtering of the output of a 

fs optical parametric amplifier followed by diode-pumped Nd:YAG amplification to generate 

inherently time synchronized, spectrally tailored, spectrally pure, transform-limited, high-energy 

ps probe pulses. This approach is demonstrated for kHz-rate fs/ps RCARS thermometry and with 

few model corrections in an H2/Air Hencken burner flame up to 2400 K.  

6.2 Design of the ps-probe amplifier  

The primary laser source was a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser (Solstice Ace; Spectra-

Physics, Inc.) that outputs 100 fs, 7 mJ, 800 nm pulses with a nearly transform-limited bandwidth 
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of ~180 cm-1 at 1 kHz repetition rate, as shown in Figure 6.1a. The fundamental output was split 

into 3 mJ/pulse and 4 mJ/pulse beam paths, and a portion of the 3 mJ/pulse beam was used for the 

pump/Stokes beam in the two-beam RCARS setup. The 4 mJ/pulse portion pumped an optical 

parametric amplifier (TOPAS Prime; Light Conversion, Inc.) to generate the idler at 2128.8 nm, 

which was subsequently frequency doubled in a BBO crystal to produce radiation at 1064.4 nm. 

At this wavelength, the available laser energy was 60 µJ/pulse. This beam was then routed to a 

custom narrowband spectral amplifier (NSA), as shown in Figure 6.2b. The NSA consisted of 

commercially available VBGs (OptiGRATE Corp.), which gives the spectral selectivity of the 

system, and two diode-pumped Nd:YAG amplifier modules to amplify the selected spectral 

portion of the beam. The output linewidth of the VBG is inversely proportional to the grating 

thickness and depends on the refractive index modulation. 

Two different VBGs encoded for ~1064 nm were used with spectral selectivity of 0.41 nm 

(VBG-I) and 0.27 nm (VBG-II) (measured by MOGLabs, LLC), which correspond to bandwidths 

of 3.6 cm-1 and 2.4 cm-1 and output energies of ~0.33 µJ/pulse and ~0.13 µJ/pulse, respectively.  

This spectral filtering of the original fs pulse output from the OPA produces a ps pulse by virtue 

of the time-bandwidth product (TBP), which is inherently time-synchronized with the mJ-level 

800 nm fs pulses used for the pump/Stokes CARS excitation. The spectrally narrowed low energy 

ps pulses were passed through a spatial filter and optical isolator before being amplified in the diode-

pumped Nd:YAG modules. The spatial filter, present before the double-pass amplification stage, facilitates 

removal of spatial irregularities in the beam profile originating from the OPA and the VBG and is a 

necessary condition to avoid small-scale self-focusing in the Nd:YAG rods (discussed below) [176].   

6.3 Amplifier output pulse characteristics 

The small-signal gains (SSG) of the two diode-pumped Nd:YAG modules were measured with a 

narrowband ns pulsed source near 1064.4 nm and are shown in Figure 6.1c. The first amplifier 

module, Amp1 in Figure 6.1b (RBAT24-1P; Northrop Grumman Corp.), has a maximum SSG of 

48 with 1 kW of supplied electrical power and a pump duration of 312.5 µs at a repetition rate of 

1 kHz. The second amplifier, Amp2 in Figure 6.1b (RBA20-1C; Northrop Grumman Corp.) was 

pumped with a total supplied pump power of 0.8 kW and a 240 µs pump duration at 1 kHz for a 

maximum SSG of ~10. The diode module drivers were triggered by the fs laser source, and the 

SSG was measured with respect to this delay. Water cooling was provided for homogenous heat 
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Figure 6.1 Experimental set-up. (a) Two-beam RCARS setup. (b) Layout of the narrowband 
spectral amplifier; VBG: volume Bragg grating, HWP: half wave plate, PH: pinhole, OI: optical 
isolator, PBS: polarizing beamsplitting cube, TFP: thin film polarizer, FR: Faraday rotator. (c) 
Small-signal-gain of the diode-pumped Nd:YAG amplifier modules; D:  Diameter, L: Lenth, 

Solid line: Single exponential fit. 

 

removal from the Nd:YAG rods, and the coolant temperature was optimized and kept constant for 

maximum gain in each module.  

Throughout the experiment, the electrical energy input into the amplifier stages was kept 

constant while the time delay was varied to change the gain. At the maximum pump level, the 

focal length of the thermally induced lens in the Amp1 laser rod was ~50 mm, and a pinhole was 

placed at the focal plane (see Figure 6.1b). The focal length of the thermally induced lens in Amp2 

was ~300 mm. Lens L1 was used such that the combination of L1 and the thermally induced lens 

in Amp2 recollimated the beam and completed the relay optics. This arrangement prevented the 

build-up of ASE and compensated for the thermally induced curvature in the propagating beam 

wave-front. A 45° Faraday rotator was placed before the 0° mirror to compensate for thermally 
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induced birefringence. The system was designed keeping the gain of Amp2 fixed at its maximum 

while only varying the gain in Amp1.  

The double-pass output energy as a function of input energy for both VBGs is shown in 

Figure 6.2a. The optical isolator and HWP were used to vary the input energy, and the highest 

output energy was ~650 µJ/pulse and ~1.3 mJ/pulse at 1064.4 nm for VGB-I and VBG-II, 

respectively. Incorporating losses in the double-pass system, and linear operation in the small-

signal regime, the effective SSG was calculated to be ~5 and ~12.5 in Amp1 for the VBG-I and II 

respectively and ~10 in Amp2 for both cases, which is  consistent with the measured values for 

the corresponding time delay in Figure 6.1c. At the maximum output energy, the pulse energy has 

a standard deviation of ~2.3% of the mean for the system, measured with photodiode sampling for 

5 minutes. The measured values for the first 40 seconds are shown in Figure 6.2b. The inset in 

Figure 6.2b shows the stability of the spectrally tailored OPA seed source.  

The quality of the beam, M2, was measured after L3 as the amplified ps pulse transmitted 

through a 100-mm focal length lens, and  a  series of  time-averaged beam  profile  measurements  

were acquired along the optical axis to take D4σ beam diameter measurements (see Figure 6.2c). 

The resulting M2 value in the x and y directions were 3.5 and 1.6 respectively. The slightly elliptical 

beam is shown in Figs. 2d and e for the near- and far-field beam profiles, respectively. The inferior 

M2 in the x-direction was determined to originate from the VBG operating with the broadband 

OPA output beam and not from any nonlinearities, since the shape of the output beam was found 

to be independent of the amplified beam intensity. 

After the two-pass, two-stage amplification, the amplified 1064.4 nm beam was frequency 

doubled in a 6 mm long KTP crystal (Type II). A second harmonic generation (SHG) conversion 

efficiency of ~63% was achieved at a fluence of 2 mJ/cm2.  As such, output beam energies of ~400 

µJ/pulse (VBG-I) and ~800 µJ/pulse (VBG-II) at 532.2 nm were available to be used in the 

RCARS experiment. The ~400 µJ/pulse beam had a FWHM bandwidth of 3.3 cm-1, measured after 

deconvolution with a separately measured 1.7 cm-1 spectrograph line spread function (see Figure 

6.3a).  The time-domain pulse shape was measured by pump-probe intensity cross correlation of 

the non-resonant signal in argon with the 100 fs pump/Stokes beam and found to be 5.25 ps at 

FWHM (see Figure 6.3b). This yielded a TBP within ~1.1 of the transform limit, and both time 

and frequency domain pulses showed excellent Gaussian profiles, free from any side-band 
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Figure 6.2 Amplifier output characteristics at 1064.4 nm. (a) Input vs. output energy for both 
VBGs; Error bars: ±σ, Solid lines: linear fit. (b) Pulse-to-pulse stability of input and amplified 

output. (c) Beam quality, M2. (d) Near-field beam profile. (e) Far-field beam profile. 

 

structure or spectral wings. This eliminates the necessity  for  any  pre-processing  of  the  ps  probe  

before  the nonlinear  interaction with pump/Stokes beams for CARS measurements and greatly 

simplifies the modeling of this virtually chirp-free ps probe. Similar measurements were done for 

the ~800 µJ/pulse, 532.2 nm beam (VBG-II). The measured linewidth and time-domain cross-

correlation, shown in	Figure 6.3, has a FWHM bandwidth of ~1.9 cm-1 and pulsewidth of ~10 ps. 

Self-focusing and self-modulation of short pulses in an active medium due to the electronic 

Kerr-effect can severely restrict the overall amplification and output beam quality of the amplified 

pulse [176], and was the limiting factor in utilizing this system for higher gain. A fraction of the 

output beam was monitored in a beam profiler to assess potential whole beam self-focusing 

(WBSF) as we increased the gain in Amp1 for a fixed input energy. As the beam traversed the 

laser rod, the beam power was sufficiently high to induce WBSF during the second pass 
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Figure 6.3 Frequency and time-domain characteristics of amplified beam after SHG. (a) 
Measured spectrum of 532.2 nm beam; ∆ : bandwidth. (b) Time-domain cross-correlation of the 

same. 

 

 through Amp1. However, the length of the Nd:YAG rod was too short for any catastrophic 

collapse of the whole beam even at the maximum output of the system; rather, the gain medium 

acted as a nonlinear lens. At the maximum output energy of ~1.3 mJ/pulse (VBG-II), the gain 

medium in the return pass for Amp1 acted as a lens with an equivalent focal length of ~450 mm, 

which is close to the theoretically calculated value of ~430 mm [177]. Moreover, at this 

combination of short length and ps-duration pulse, frequency broadening due to intensity 

dependence of the index of refraction is “too slow” to catch up and, therefore, can be neglected 

[178]. The overall effect of this nonlinearity can be viewed as an introduction of curvature in the 

wave-front. Hence, Lenses L2 and L3 (Figure 6.1b) were used after the PBS as an integral part of 

the system to recollimate and expand the slightly converging beam for frequency doubling. 

Systems at these conditions are more susceptible to small-scale self-focusing (SSSF), and a good 

measure of this effect is the so-called B-integral [177]. At the maximum output of 1.3 mJ/pulse for 

the 10-ps duration pulse, the calculated value of B-integral was ~1.5 which is lower than the 

proposed threshold value of 2 for any buildup of SSSF [179]. Increasing the gain in Amp1 more 

could yield more energy in the output pulse while staying in the small-signal regime, but above 

1.8 mJ/pulse “hot spots” were observed in the amplifying beam, and further increase of the gain 

could result in SSSF and catastrophic damage to the laser rod. At this point, the calculated B-

integral is ~2.1.  As such, it was safe to restrict the operation up to ~1.3 mJ/pulse to avoid damage 

in Amp1 and the PBS upstream, where the output beam gets rejected.  
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Although significant gain narrowing was evident for both VBGs, it was more dominant for 

VBG-II (from 2.4 cm-1 input to 1.9 cm-1) as a result of the much higher gain. This could be viewed 

as a potential mechanism for controlling the linewidth of the output ps-pulse, thus eliminating the 

need for the VBG before the amplifier modules.  

6.4 Two-beam rotational CARS at flame temperature 

The two-beam RCARS scheme used here was reported in Ref. [84, 180]. The pump/Stokes photons 

were automatically overlapped spatially and temporally while the generated ps probe from the 

amplifier was time synchronized to the pump/Stokes pulses by its design. A delay stage in the 

pump/Stokes beam path provided the relative delay to match the arrival times of the fs and ps 

pulses at the RCARS probe volume. In all experiments, the pump/Stokes power was ~100 µJ/pulse 

or less to avoid nonlinear self-phase modulation. Two f = 300 mm lenses were used to focus the 

pump/Stokes and probe beams in the probe volume with a crossing angle of ~30°. The spatial 

resolution in the direction of probe beam propagation was measured to be 90 μm, which was an 

order of magnitude better than a similar BOXCARS arrangement [94]. Temperature measurements 

were carried out in a H2/Air Hencken burner flame, which produces a nearly adiabatic flame for a 

wide range of equivalence ratios (Φ). As the CARS signal co-propagates with the probe, a 

polarization gating technique was employed to separate the signal beam from the probe beam. To 

minimize the residual probe that bleeds through the polarization gating and spectral wings of the 

probe, which is comparable to the flame temperature RCARS signal, a combination VBG notch 

filter (OptiGrate; BNF-532-OD3) with 0.3 nm bandwidth at 532 nm and a 515±15 nm bandpass 

filter (Semrock FF01-515/30) were used. The RCARS signal was then dispersed by a 500 mm, 

1200 g/mm spectrograph (PI-Acton, 1.7 cm-1 measured resolution) onto a back-illuminated 

EMCCD (Andor).  Processed experimental spectra were fit for temperature using a simple 

phenomenological N2-RCARS model. The details of the modeling  are laid out in the previous 

literature [97, 99], and will not be presented here. The electric field of the probe pulse was included 

in the time-domain CARS model as a Gaussian shape with measured spectral and temporal 

characteristics, but the pump/Stokes field was not explicitly included in the model. Rather, it was 

assumed that the pulses were TL and delta functions in time [91]. The spectral response of the 

pump/Stokes pulses was imparted on the convolution of the probe and  
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Figure 6.4 Measured RCARS spectra. 1000 shots averaged at Φ = 2.5 and 1.2 (left column) and 
1000 single-laser-shot temperature histograms (right column). 1.9 cm-1; 10-ps probe. Probe delay 

19.5 ps.  

	

molecular response via multiplication of the modeled molecular response with an experimentally 

obtained non-resonant signal in argon, measured with the same filters used to acquire the RCARS 

spectra. The nearly transform-limited Gaussian ps probe optimized the parameter space for the 

modeling and provided an excellent match with theoretical and experimental spectra up to ~2400 

K. For the shot-averaged spectra at Φ = 2.5 and 1.2 in Figure 6.4, fits yield temperatures were 

within 1.4% and 1.9% of the equilibrium calculation. Temperature precisions were derived from 

the single standard deviation of the 1000 single-laser-shot histograms and were 2.7% and 4.8% of 

the histogram means, respectively, for the same Φ. This slightly suboptimal precision can be 

attributed to low SNR in the high J-states, but can easily be improved by techniques described in 

literature [181]. Nonetheless, peak SNR in excess of 20 was achieved for a single-shot 

measurement at ~2400 K. Typical single-shot spectra at Φ = 2.5 and 1.2 along with corresponding 

best-fit simulations at the denoted temperatures are shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5 Example single-shot spectra at Φ = 2.5 (top) and 1.2 (bottom) and the corresponding 
best-fit simulations at the noted temperatures.  

6.5 Summary 

In summary, we have demonstrated generation of single-mode, high-energy ps-probe pulses from 

initial fs radiation for  kHz-rate hybrid fs/ps RCARS, providing versatility in both spectral 

resolution selectivity and energy throughput. Transform-limited pulses with 800 µJ/pulse and 1.9 

cm-1 bandwidth were then utilized for two-beam RCARS thermometry in an H2/air Hencken burner 

flame up to 2400 K.  Excellent spatial, spectral, and temporal beam quality allowed for fitting the 

theoretical spectra with a simple Gaussian model for the probe pulse.  From the current data on 

small signal gain, this versatile amplification system has the potential to produce even higher 

energies by using narrower probe pulses (e.g., 3 mJ/pulse at 532.2 nm with ~0.5 cm-1 bandwidth) 

or improve sensitivity for single-shot measurements at higher repetition rates.  
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 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The research presented in this dissertation are the first demonstrations of femtosecond two-photon 

laser-induced fluorescence and hybrid fs/ps coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering in high-

pressure reacting flows. The primary goal of this dissertation is to advance the nonlinear ultrafast 

laser-diagnostics techniques in situations relevant to advanced propulsion systems. The first 

logical step toward this objective is to validate these ultrafast laser-diagnostic techniques in high-

pressure, properly calibrated, reacting flows to experimentally derive pressure scaling 

characteristics for temperature and key combustion relevant species while accounting for a 

multitude of signal interfering processes that can obfuscate the applicability of such nonlinear 

techniques, especially in optically accessible extreme environments.   

7.1 Summary  

Femtosecond TP-LIF was demonstrated for quantitative single-shot or kHz-rate measurements of 

the CO mole fraction at elevated pressures in a CH4/air calibration burner. Careful attention to the 

potential sources of photolysis allowed a very good match between the theoretical CO equilibrium 

mole fraction predictions and the TP-LIF signal at different pressures and for varying equivalence 

ratios. Detailed investigation of CO fs TP-LIF emission spectra showed evidence of simultaneous 

excitation of diagonal bands [B1Σ+(v'=0,1) ←← Χ1Σ+(v"=0,1)] at flame temperatures. This finding 

helped correct prior misinterpretations of carbon monoxide TP-LIF emission spectra and has the 

potential for temperature measurement using CO fs TP-LIP. Although quantitative measurement 

of CO concentration was made in a well-calibrated flame, feasibility to acquire single-shot images 

of CO fs TP-LIF to discern the single-shot structure of the CO concentration field in non-uniform 

or unsteady flames was demonstrated at pressures up to 12 atm. The relative merits of two different 

imaging systems were also addressed with a view towards future investigations in unsteady, non-

uniform flames.  

 Although, pressure specific calibration of fs TP-LIF systems in a flame with known 

equilibrium products enabled quantitative CO concentration measurement at different pressures, 

other pressure dependent deexcitation or loss mechanisms were found to yield deviations in 

pressure scaling of TP-LIF signal from the theoretical predictions. As such, a second set of 
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experiments were conducted for fs CO TP-LIF measurements at pressures up to 20 atm in a well-

characterized mixing chamber filled with different volume fractions of CO and different buffer 

gases−emulating different collisional environments and eliminating uncertainties associated with 

the non-uniform Hencken burner flame at high-pressure. It was found that nonlinearities in the 

pressure-strained windows could significantly change the spectral and temporal quality of the UV 

radiation and reduce the overall TP-LIF signal. Proper selection of window material and optimum 

beam size at the windows to avoid such multiphoton absorption and degradation of the input beam 

was reported. No significant contribution of collisional quenching and forward lasing was found 

on the CO fs TP-LIF signal at varying pressures for the laser irradiance up to ~1.7 × 1010 W/cm2. 

Rather, the main deexcitation mechanisms were found to be the attenuation of source laser by the 

broadband absorption of multiple combustion relevant species and 2+1 photoionization process 

through the Χ2Σ+←←B1Σ+ transition of excited state CO.  

The overall effect of attenuation of the source laser was a pressure dependent irradiance 

availability in the probe volume. By measuring the attenuation using an unfocused beam, a 

correction factor was introduced to partially correct for this drop-in irradiance at the probe volume. 

This effect was exacerbated in flame due to the broadband absorption of UV radiation by flame 

species, such as CO2 and H2O. Secondly, the 2+1 photon absorption-based ionization process 

exacerbated the CO fs TP-LIF signal decay at elevated pressure. As the number density of probed 

species goes up with pressure, effects of photoionization that could be overlooked at atmospheric 

conditions can become significant at higher-pressures. Single-photon absorption features were 

observed by analyzing the spectrum of the transmitted UV-beam after the two-photon excitation 

process at various CO number densities and for varying laser irradiances. It is proposed that to 

avoid the contribution of 2+1 photoionization over the full range of experimental conditions, one 

should find the perturbation-free input laser irradiance by analyzing the transmitted excitation 

beam at the highest number density to be attained in a given experiment and using the same 

irradiance through the entire experiment. It is suggested that at a pressure of 20 atm, a temperature 

of 300 K, and with a CO mole fraction of 6%, the laser irradiance should not exceed ~6×109 W/cm2 

at the probe volume to avoid significant contributions from multiphoton loss mechanisms. At 

flame temperatures, lower number densities may allow higher laser irradiance to avoid 2+1 

photoionization while ensuring sufficient signals using standard detection schemes. An interesting 

observation can be inferred from the linearity of 2+1 photoionization process with the number 
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density of CO−quantitative CO fs TP-LIF measurement is possible even in the presence of 

photoionization by proper calibration of the experimentally acquired TP-LIF signal with a flame 

with known equilibrium concentrations, e.g. Hencken burner flame. Additionally, contribution 

from minor loss mechanisms, such as beam defocusing due to change in the refracting index of 

the gas media with increasing pressure and signal trapping at elevated pressures were also 

quantified. Finally, attenuation of source laser by the broadband absorption of different 

combustion relevant species, beam defocusing, and fluorescence signal trapping can be concluded 

to be the three limiting factors for high-pressure diagnostics of fs TP-LIF.  

The measurement protocols established for carbon monoxide was then applied for 

measurements of atomic oxygen in a H2/air Hencken burner flame for pressures up to 10 atm. 

Careful investigation of relevant photolytic precursors for atomic oxygen ensured excellent 

agreement with the theoretical atomic oxygen mole fraction for a range of equivalence ratios (ф = 

0.65-1.15) and pressures (1-10 atm), enabling quantitative measurement of atomic oxygen in 

realistic combustion environments. It was suggested that the laser irradiance should not exceed 

~1011 W/cm2 to avoid multiphoton de-excitation and photolytic interference. A maximum single-

shot SNR of 11 was achieved, which can be improved and potentially applied to kHz-rate 

measurements using burst-mode laser excitation and a high-speed intensifier with higher quantum 

efficiency in the near-infrared region. 

In addition to investigations of the fs TP-LIF technique for species concentration 

measurements at high pressure, hybrid fs/ps CARS thermometry was performed for interference-

free temperature measurements in high-pressure flames. Vibrational CARS measurement of N2 

was reported for temperature measurements of 1300–2300 K in high-pressure, laminar H2/air and 

CH4/air diffusion flames up to 10 atm. Limits of collisional independence of the vibrational CARS 

thermometry was investigated using a time-asymmetric probe pulse at different time delays 23( ) , 

equivalence ratios, and pressures. Full rejection of nonresonant contribution to the CARS signal 

was achieved with the time-asymmetric probe pulse delayed at ~200-300 fs, while the thermometry 

being also independent of collisions. However, at longer probe delays ( 23 30 ps  ), particularly 

at reduced temperatures and high-pressure, where collisional dephasing is more dominant, pressure 

dependent behaviors were observed. A ±2% precision was achieved in measured single-laser-shot 

temperatures at elevated pressures. Temperature accuracies were also reported for the pressure 

range mentioned above for two different probe delays of 233 fs and 32.1 ps. 
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Finally, a novel chirp-free, flexible probe-pulse amplification technique was reported for 

kHz-rate hybrid fs/ps rotational CARS up to high temperatures. As increased pressure causes the 

mixing of individual rovibrational lines and eventual collapse of the individual Q-branch structures, 

which is difficult to model, pure rotational CARS with sparsely separated S-branch transitions has 

the potential to be an ideal candidate for high-pressure flame thermometry. However, flame 

temperature rotational CARS is challenging to implement as finite bandwidth of the fs-excitation 

pulse limits the ability to probe high J-transitions. Furthermore, low energy availability in the ps-

probe pulse causes an overall drop-in signal-to-noise ratios. As such, an all diode pumped Nd:YAG 

narrowband spectral amplifier was designed and characterized to generate a time synchronized ps-

probe for hybrid fs/ps rotational CARS. The 800 µJ/pulse, 1.9 cm-1, 10 ps and the 400 µJ/pulse, 

3.3 cm-1, 5.3 ps nearly transform-limited pulses produced were each used as a probe pulse in a 

two-beam rotational CARS arrangement at temperatures up to ~2400K. Excellent spatial, spectral, 

and temporal beam quality allowed for fitting the theoretical spectra with a simple Gaussian model 

for the probe pulse with temperature accuracies of 1-2%. From characterization data of the 

designed amplifier, this flexible single-mode probe-pulse has the potential for high-resolution 

CARS measurements in low number density situations, high-pressure flame environments, or 

improving sensitivity for single-laser-shot measurements at higher repetition rates. 

7.2 Directions for future work 

This dissertation experimentally validates the application of ultrafast nonlinear techniques 

in high-pressure reacting flows. The experiments were primarily carried out in well-calibrated 

laminar flames with known flames at chemical equilibrium. The next logical step would be to 

apply these calibrated schemes in advanced propulsion systems including next generation gas 

turbine combustors, hypersonic vehicles, rotating detonating combustors (RDCs), scramjet 

engines, etc. A few specific research objectives are mentioned below: 

1. Rotating detonation combustors (RDCs) in rotating detonation engines (RDEs): 

a. Measurement of H- and O-atom concentrations in a rotating detonation combustor 

for evaluation of combustion kinetics in the detonation prefill zones and detonation 

wake zones.  
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b. Measurement of CO concentration in a CH4/O2 RDC for evaluation of combustion 

efficiency.  

c. The picosecond-probe pulse designed in this dissertation can be used for hybrid fs/ps 

rotational CARS to measure static temperature in air-breathing RDCs. This 

information is highly valuable for comparing the inlet temperature for the 

downstream components of the RDC and provide insight into how close one could 

get in achieving the benefits of pressure gain combustion in practical systems.  

2. High-speed hybrid fs/ps rotational CARS thermometry in a post-detonation fireball to 

provide validation data for multiphase, turbulent combustion models.  

3. Find the feasibility of high-pressure fs TP-LIF by evaluating absorption of excitation UV 

beam, beam defocusing and fluorescence signal trapping at pressures exceeding 50 atm. 

From the observation of this dissertation at these pressures absorption of UV radiation is 

predicted to be the limiting factor for any quantitative measurement of fs TP-LIF.  

4. The observation of 2+1 photoionization process in high-pressure fs CO TP-LIF could be 

extended as an independent detection scheme for CO.  

5. Development of more accurate collisional and spectral line-mixing models for the 

application of hybrid fs/ps vibrational CARS at pressures relevant to practical propulsion 

systems. 

6. The picosecond probe pulse designed in this dissertation can be used for a multitude of 

applications, such as thermometry using rotational CARS in above 50 atm pressure 

flames to determine the limit of collision independence of rotational hybrid fs/ps CARS 

thermometry, and potentially single-shot line measurements. 
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APPENDIX A. MOLECULAR CONSTANTS AND FITTING 
PARAMETERS FOR N2 CARS MODEL 

Term Value Unit Ref. 

ωe 2358.57 cm-1  

[182, 183] 
 

ωexe 14.324 cm-1  

ωeye -5.92949×10-3 cm-1  

ωeze -2.4×10-4 cm-1  

Be 1.99824 cm-1  

αe 1.7318×10-2 cm-1  

γe -3.1536099×10-5 cm-1  

De 5.76×10-6 cm-1  

δe 0 cm-1  

βe 1.55×10-8 cm-1  

a' 0.581 cm3 [102] 

γ' 0.6675 cm3 [102] 

a1 -2.7  [102] 

(p2/p1)iso 0.31 − [101] 

(p2/p1)aniso 0.57  [101] 

(p1/p0)aniso 3.1687 − [184] 

α 0.02 cm-1atm-1 [45, 88] 

β 1.67  [45, 185] 

δ 1.21 − [45, 185] 

n 0.5  [186] 

m 0.1487 − [45, 185] 

a 1.5 − [60] 
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